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Existentialism and Modern Music comments on both philosophy and music by 
drawing parallels between the two. Existentialism helps explain the trends in musical 
development, shows the direct correlation of composer life-views and their compositions, 
and motivates listeners to find the why behind every musical decision. Alternatively, 
modern music shows that existentialism’s commentary on the human condition extends 
beyond general morality and identity into all facets of life.  

I begin by comparing Friedrich Nietzsche’s Three Metamorphoses and George 
Rochberg’s compositional evolution through his string quartets. Then, I discuss Soren 
Kierkegaard’s Dizziness of Freedom with respect to Milton Babbitt’s finite total serialism 
and John Cage’s infinite aleatoricism. I also demonstrate how Kierkegaard’s 
Transcendental Faith can be found in a variety of composers. Finally, I outline Steve 
Reich’s musical development through Jean-Paul Sartre’s concept of Freedom as a 
comment on Authenticity. Throughout, I argue the unique insights of interdisciplinary 
study in the hopes of starting a larger conversation between the two disciplines. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
“This world is of a single piece; yet, we invent nets to trap it for our inspection. Then we 

mistake our nets for the reality of the piece. In these nets we catch the fishes of the 
intellect but the sea of wholeness forever eludes our grasp. So, we forget our original 

intent and then mistake the nets for the sea. 
 

We conclude they [the nets] are different because we call them by different 
names…Thus, they are apt to remain forever separated with nothing bonding them 
together. It is not the nets that are at fault but rather our misunderstanding of their 
function as nets. They do catch the fishes but never the sea, and it is the sea that we 

ultimately desire.” 
 

- Martha Boles and Rochelle Newman, Universal Patterns1 

 
Music is often seen as a personal, emotional expression. Because of this, many 

musical trends are considered reactions to political events or societal thought of a time. 

There are countless writings on Nationalism in music. Classicism is known to be an 

embracement of the Enlightenment while Romanticism is its subsequent rejection. 

Extreme forms of modernism are thought to be a reaction to the World Wars and the 

Great Depression. Music is tied to human thought because it is an expression of human 

thought. And yet, there seems to be almost no exploration or discussion of parallels 

between philosophy and music. 

To me, interdisciplinary studies lead to the most insightful and unique 

conclusions and interpretations. By looking at the bigger picture, or simply approaching 

something from a new angle, distinct nuances begin to appear. That is why this gap 

between music and philosophy intrigues and inspires me. The connection of philosophy, 

an expression of human intellectual thought, with music, an expression of human 

                                                
1 Martha Boles and Rochelle Newman, Universal Patterns (The Golden Relationship: Art, Math 

& Nature) (Pythagorean Press, 1992). 
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emotion, seemed to hold many insights and many more questions. 

In this thesis, I overlap philosophy and music by identifying parallels between 

existentialism and modern music. I argue that modern compositional practices resemble 

existentialist developments and philosophical evolutions of composers. I also bring 

attention to the insights that are illuminated from these comparisons. I reason that 

existentialism helps explain the trends in musical development, shows the direct 

correlation between the composer’s life-views on the music they create, and motivates 

us as listeners to try to understand the why behind every musical decision. Alternatively, 

I argue that modern music shows that existentialism’s commentary on the human 

condition extends beyond general morality and identity into all facets of life. 

 I am not arguing that existentialism permeated throughout the world in the 20th 

century, though argument can be made for many of its indirect influences. Nor am I 

arguing that the composers discussed in this paper have any direct ties with 

existentialism. However, just as philosophical writings are expressions of human 

thought, musical compositions are expressions of human emotion. I believe that the 

patterns and parallels point toward some common human quality that is better seen using 

both perspectives. When we find connections between the two fields, we can examine 

what the parallels tell us about music, about philosophy, and about ourselves. 

 
Definitions 

 
Existentialism is a philosophical theory popular in Europe from early- to mid-

20th century that centers on themes of identity and authenticity. Major existentialist 

philosophers include Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, Soren Kierkegaard, and Martin 

Heidegger with Soren Kierkegaard and Friedrich Nietzsche being seen as the “Fathers.” 
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Kierkegaard and Nietzsche began commenting on the existential crisis that became the 

center of the philosophical movement.2 While the philosophers are united on common 

themes (such as Identity, Angst, and Authenticity), they vary greatly on both exact 

definitions and methods of attaining or coping with these themes. Consequently, 

existentialism has been defined in a variety of ways. 

The Stanford Dictionary defines it as the philosophical theory which holds that, 

beyond natural sciences and moral theory, “a further set of categories, governed by the 

norm of authenticity, is necessary to grasp human experience.”3 It is an attempt to see 

the big picture of who we are, how we interact with the world around us, and why we do 

what we do. It also lists “themes popularly associated with existentialism – dread, 

boredom, alienation, the absurd, freedom, commitment, nothingness,”4 etc. The Oxford 

Dictionary alternatively describes it as, “a philosophical theory or approach which 

emphasizes the existence of the individual person as a free and responsible agent 

determining their own development through acts of the will.”5 This concept is best 

summarized in Jean-Paul Sartre’s statement: “Existence precedes Essence.”6 The 

individual is not given some predetermined identity, but rather creates their identity by 

how they choose to live. For some, such as Hegel and Sartre, this is a continual 

                                                
2 Steven Crowell, “Existentialism,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, August 23, 2004. 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/existentialism/. 
 
3 Ibid. 

 
4 Ibid. 
 
5 “Existentialism,” Oxford Reference, accessed April 2, 2020, https://www.oxfordreference.com/ 

view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095804537. 
 
6 Jean-Paul Sartre, Existentialism and Human Emotion, trans. Bernard Frechtman and Hazel E. 

Barnes (New York: Kensington, 1985). 
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evolution, a forever ongoing process of decision making that shapes the essence of the 

person. For others, it is a process with key moments of completion, such as Nietzsche’s 

Three Metamorphoses.7 

 Ultimately, to me, existentialism centers on freedom, action, and creation. There 

must first be a recognition of the individual that their life is not governed by outside 

pressures of society, religion, or family. It is governed only by themselves; they alone 

have the freedom to choose how they live and, consequently, who they are. While there 

are aspects of ourselves that we cannot change such as genetics (for Sartre this is the en 

soi)8, the true power in creating our identity lies in how we act upon the world around 

us. And in this action, we create both our own identities and something to contribute to 

the world. These realizations do not come without difficulty – hence the dread and angst 

found throughout most existential writings. However, they also come with hope. Hope 

that we have the power to define ourselves. The writings of many existentialist 

philosophers focus on different paths in achieving this authentic creation of identity. 

Some suggest methods of coping such as Kierkegaard. Others like Sartre focus on moral 

reasoning and implications. Still, others such as Nietzsche define a process of evolution 

one must go through in order to achieve authentic creation. However, all center on the 

freedom of choice, the need to act on one’s will, and the resulting authentic creation of 

identity.9 

                                                
7 Crowell, “Existentialism,” Stanford. 
	
8 Sartre, Existentialism and Human Emotion. 
 
9 Existentialism: Basic Writings, ed. Charles Guignon and Derek Pereboom (Indianapolis: 

Hackett Publishing, 2001).	
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Another general, vague, and controversially defined term is that of “modern 

music.” Particularly at the turn of the 20th century and after, music split off in hundreds 

of unique directions. While some composers lived in varying extremes, others remained 

in rooted in the past. The periodization of the modern period varies greatly. 

Additionally, it is difficult to create an all-encompassing description of the widely 

varying styles of this time. 

Musicologist Carl Dahlhaus centers it on a conservative time period, writing: “If 

we were to search for a name to convey the breakaway mood of the 1890s…but without 

imposing a fictitious unity of style on the age, we could do worse than revert to 

Hermann Bar’s term ‘modernism’ and speak of a stylistically open-ended ‘modernist 

music’ extending (with some latitude) from 1890 to the beginnings of our own 

twentieth-century modern music in 1910.”10 Daniel Albright suggests another definition: 

“a testing of the limits of aesthetic construction.”11 He clarifies the definition with 

techniques or styles listed in contrast: Expressionism and New Objectivity, 

Hyperrealism and Abstractionism, Neoclassicism and Neobarbarism, Futurism and 

Mythic Method. For Albright, the Modernist movement ends with the World Wars and 

Postmodernism begins in 1951 with John Cage’s Music of Changes. This time line of 

the 1890s to the mid-20th century seems to be the most accepted.12 In general, though, 

modern music is thought to be described with Ezra Pound’s infamous phrase: Make it 

New. 

                                                
10 Carl Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century Music (Berkeley: University of California, 1991), 334. 

 
11 Daniel Albright, Modernism and Music: An Anthology of Sources (Chicago: University of 

Chicago, 2004), 11. 
 

12 Albright, Modernism and Music, 12.	
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In this thesis, modern music is used as a purposefully vague description of music 

from 1890s through the 21st century, encompassing both Modern and Postmodern styles. 

It is not to be used as a term for the set style period, but rather a term describing the 

most recent era of musical works. This thesis does not focus classifying the common 

trends of music. Instead, it shows how the similar philosophical trends of each composer 

led to their unique and widely varying musical styles. Therefore, the importance of the 

term is to center the thesis on a general time frame for the sake of clarity and not to 

periodize or classify music on the stylistic traits of the modern period. 

 
Purpose of the Paper 

 
 During my time at Baylor University, I found myself drawn to modern music 

styles and existentialist philosophy. Throughout my music history and honors college 

courses, I began to see parallels between the two, including common misconceptions 

from colleagues. Existentialism and many modern music styles were thought to be cold, 

emotionless, and arbitrary. And yet, when I actually began to understand why they were 

created, how they developed, and read the words of the philosophers and composers 

themselves, existentialism and modernism became inspiring representations of freedom, 

authenticity, and the power of choice. While my ultimate purpose for this paper is to 

show the importance of interdisciplinary understanding, my primary focus on 

existentialism and modern music comes from my personal fascination with the topics as 

well as my desire to educate people against their common misconceptions. 

This lends itself to another goal: accessibility. Each chapter has an overview of 

the composer(s) and philosopher(s) that are discussed. These are by no means 

comprehensive definitions of either. However, due to its interdisciplinary nature, I 
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wanted this paper to be accessible to people from both fields. I have attempted to include 

enough information to properly represent the individuals while condensing the 

information enough so as to not distract from the larger purpose of the argument. I hope 

for these descriptions to not serve as a final understanding of the respective philosopher 

or composer, but rather a starting point to be looked into further. 

Throughout my research, I have found virtually no articles or discussions 

regarding an overlap in philosophy and music, let alone between existentialism and 

composition. There are a few instances, such as Bruce Baugh’s article Authenticity 

Revisited,13 where he discusses Sartre’s authenticity in comparison to the authenticity of 

a work of art. Additionally, philosophers such as Nietzsche14 and Sartre15 have writings 

on their love of music or opinions about specific musical styles. Lastly, there seem to be 

non-academic articles on popular songs that have existential themed lyrics. For example, 

the Cure’s Killing An Arab (“I’m alive, I’m dead, I’m the stranger, Killing an Arab”)16 is 

a direct reference to Albert Camus’ famous existential novel The Stranger.  

While true, all of these overlaps are superficial comparisons. No critical analysis 

or true understanding is needed of both of the topics to see the connections. They are a 

surface level look at music or philosophy – or perhaps both – and do not touch on the 

heart of either. The questions should not be What does an existentialist philosopher think 

                                                
13 Bruce Baugh, “Authenticity Revisited,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 46, no. 4 

(Summer, 1988), 477-487. https://www.jstor.org/stable/431285. 
 
14 Kathleen Higgins, “Nietzsche on Music, “Journal of the History of Ideas 47, no. 4 (Winter 

1986): 663-672. https://www.jstor.org/stable/2709725. 
 
15 Paul E. Robinson, “Sartre on Music,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 31, no. 4 

(Summer 1973): 451-457. 
 
16 “Killing An Arab by The Cure,” Songfacts, https://www.songfacts.com/facts/the-cure/killing-

an-arab. 
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of jazz? or Which songs have existential lyrics and themes?, but rather How has 

existentialist philosophy shaped the way music is created? or In what ways is music a 

manifestation of existential thought? Better yet: How does understanding a composer’s 

motivation through an existentialist lens change the way I hear and interpret music? It is 

not the surface level comparisons that make interdisciplinary study meaningful, but the 

intricate dive into the nuances and deeper meaning of each field that shed a light on 

both. 

 When thinking about the comparisons, I began to come across a common theme: 

the composers. It was George Rochberg’s personal evolution that drew me to his music. 

It was Arnold Schoenberg’s writings that pulled me to serial techniques. While 

musicians no doubt have a powerful impact on the interpretation and development of 

music, the composers have more control. Since the music is their personal creation, there 

is a much more direct connection to their personal philosophy and evolution. With this 

in mind, I began connecting philosophers to composers based on the themes of the 

philosopher and the personal journeys and compositional processes of the composers. 

 
Outline 

 
In the first chapter I draw a parallel between Friedrich Nietzsche’s Three 

Metamorphoses of human enlightenment (the Camel, Lion, and Child) to the evolution 

of George Rochberg’s compositional style. I focus on Nietzsche’s desire to separate 

from tradition in order to find an individual’s voice, relating it to Rochberg’s break from 

serial composition in search of a musical language that allowed him more expressivity. 

By using Nietzsche’s Also Sprach Zarathustra, analyses of Rochberg’s quartets, and his 

collection of essays, The Aesthetics of Survival, I argue that Rochberg personally and 
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compositionally followed Nietzsche’s metamorphoses, allowing him to write music that 

used the past as a tool of self-expression instead of being tied to it by the chains of 

tradition. Finally, I show how this evolution can be found in many composers, focusing 

on those of the 20th century, and argue how the recognition of this evolution gives 

insight into both Nietzsche’s writings and the musical evolution of the 20th century. 

With the development of modern music came a freedom of composition never 

seen before. Those that wished to expand past traditional styles needed to find a new 

method of composition to help discern between the seemingly infinite possibilities that 

were suddenly before them. In the second chapter, I parallel the search for new 

compositional practices to Soren Kierkegaard’s The Concept of Anxiety, in which he 

explains this “dizziness of freedom.” Kierkegaard articulates that the method to living an 

authentic and productive life is to create a process for making decisions. I primarily use 

Schoenberg’s writings in Style and Idea and his musical evolution to show how 

Schoenberg combatted the “dizziness” in a Kierkegaardian manner. I touch on the 

development of total serialism and Cage’s methods of aleatoric music as the two 

extreme reactions to Kierkegaard’s freedom. Lastly, I articulate how each composer 

goes beyond their personal compositional process, relying on musical intuition or 

something deeper, resembling Kierkegaard’s final movement to “transcendence” 

through a leap into faith in God. I discuss the importance of putting aside compositional 

technique and theoretical understanding in favor of creating good music. The composer 

must trust themselves and their musical instinct above all else, feeling free to deviate 

from their ‘rules’ in order to serve the music and themselves.  
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The third and final chapter focuses on Jean-Paul Sartre’s authenticity and 

freedom. By using Sartre’s writing Existentialism and Human Emotions in conjunction 

with interviews with Steve Reich, I show how Reich embodied Sartre’s notion of 

freedom through his compositional decisions. I argue that Reich grew out of both a 

culmination of his musical influences – his en soi – and an application of those 

influences to create something new – his pour soi in order to achieve that authenticity. 

Finally, I discuss how this is simply one option of authenticity that should be taken and 

applied uniquely to each individual.  

The comparisons between existentialism and modern composers, or philosophy 

and music in general, are by no means limited to this paper. I am hoping to only start a 

conversation that I feel has been looked over and gone completely unseen. The 

interrelation of philosophy and music, their close ties to the human condition, and the 

way that both shape how we feel and think about the world around us, lead me to believe 

that there is extreme depth in this overlap. In the few months that I have studied 

existentialism and the composers of the 20th and 21st century, I have found meaningful 

insights and gained a better, more complete understanding of both topics. Seeing how 

the two relate – whether directly or not – has shaped the way I listen to music and 

changed the way I see the applications of philosophy. The following paper is an 

expansion on just a few of those insights, and hopefully the beginning to many more. 

Maybe then we can get a bit closer to figuring out how to grasp the wholeness of the sea. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Modern Music’s Metamorphoses: 
A Parallel of Friedrich Nietzsche and George Rochberg 

 
 

Nietzsche 
 

Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) was a German philosopher in the late 19th 

century. He was born in a small Prussian town of Lützen, now part of modern-day 

Germany. His father, a Lutheran pastor, died when he was young, leaving him with his 

conservatively religious mother and four other women: his grandmother, two aunts, and 

sister. While not self-identifying, Nietzsche is considered an existentialist philosopher 

for his emphasis on the rejection of religious and external worlds and the focus on the 

individual’s control over their own lives. His works touch on concepts such as 

Perspectivism, the Will to Power, and the Mastering of the Self. He was strongly 

influenced by German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer and composer Richard 

Wagner.1 

Nietzsche frequently commented on the death of religion. He lived in a post-

Enlightenment, post-Scientific Revolution, insistently Positivist world. People were 

rejecting blind faith in previously-held ideals in exchange for rationality and factual 

truths. Society was turning away from religion, and Nietzsche supported this trend. 

Religion, to him, had a habit of perpetuating True Worlds theories.2 These include a 

wide range of religious and non-religious views that predict that there is some world – 

                                                
1 Existentialism: Basic Writings, ed. Charles Guignon and Derek Pereboom (Indianapolis: 

Hackett Publishing, 2001), 9. 
 
2 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 116-118. 
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literally or symbolically – beyond the one that we live in. Our bodily state, the world we 

perceive around us, is only temporary. There is some higher reality, a True World, and 

we must pass through our material world in order to enter it. For Christianity, this is 

heaven. For Buddhism, this is Nirvana. Philosopher Dr. Julian Young describes it as a 

destination, stating that “to reach it is to enter (or perhaps re-enter) a state of ‘eternal 

bliss’, a heaven, paradise or utopia. Hence, true-world philosophies…give meaning to 

life by representing it as a journey…towards an arrival which will more than make up 

for the stress and discomfort of the travelling.”3 Nietzsche was frustrated that people 

were basing their lives on this façade, preventing them from facing the reality – good 

and bad – of the world they were actually living in. 

The myth of the True Worlds extends past religion, though. It includes societal 

pressures, convention, tradition and precedent. Society and culture create a way of 

thinking, acting, and living that binds people to a certain way of life.4 Nietzsche saw this 

blind following of societal pressure as another symptom of humanity’s attachment to the 

True World. People were living for the acceptance of others instead of for themselves. 

However, he became hopeful after observing that, after the advent of Positivism, people 

were starting to reject these True World theories in favor of rationality, finally facing 

problems and questions, joys and tragedies – the reality of their lives in the material 

world. 

Nietzsche pushed for the rejection of dogmatic practices and values in order to 

free people from an imposed reality, but worried that without them, humanity would 

                                                
3 Julian Young, The Death of God and the Meaning of Life (London: Routledge, 2003), 1. 

4 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 138. 
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have no direction or purpose, and thus get trapped in a state of nihilism. After all, if you 

don’t have rules, a system, or a belief to follow, how do you assign meaning to 

anything? If you don’t have a societal moral code, how do you decide what is right or 

wrong? What prevents society from falling into anarchy? For Nietzsche, that was part of 

the excitement in rebelling against structure: you get to find out what is left after the 

structure is gone. He writes, “The true world – we have abolished. What world has 

remained? The apparent one perhaps? But no! With the true world we have also 

abolished the apparent one.” He says this abolishment is the “end of the longest error,” 

the “high point of humanity.” 5  However, Nietzsche never wanted permanent nihilism. 

His goal was not a meaningless life that you just drift through until it ends. It was quite 

the opposite actually. He encouraged and admired one’s ability to create purpose from 

oneself, writing, “The degree of a man’s will-power may be measured from the extent to 

which he can dispense with the meaning in things, from the extent to which he is able to 

endure a world without meaning: because he himself arranges a small portion of it.”6 A 

person creates meaning out of the meaningless through will. Nietzsche believed that this 

creation of meaning is achieved through our acceptance of the realities – good and bad – 

of life and in our becoming human. He embraces the human condition saying, “I want 

more and more to perceive the necessary characters in things as the beautiful…Amor 

fati: let that henceforth be my love!...I wish to be at any time hereafter only a yes 

                                                
5 Friedrich Nietzsche, “History of an Error,” Twilight of the Idols, trans. Anthony Ludovici, 

Project Gutenburg eBook, 25. 

6 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power Books III and IV, trans. Anthony Ludovici, Project 
Gutenburg eBook, 90. 
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sayer!”7 Rudiger Safranski, a German philosopher, summarizes Nietzsche’s writing in 

his biography, writing, “We are not humans from the start; we need to become 

human…We are in no need of the delusion of a supernatural world, because the very 

task of becoming human is the truly colossal achievement.”8 Nietzsche wanted people to 

live a life full of self-purpose and self-meaning, but do so in an authentic way that was 

not supported by some uncritical belief in a fake reality. Nietzsche knew that this deeper 

purpose could not be found by living one’s life in a state of nihilism. He knew that this 

rebellion could only be temporary, a transitional nihilism, necessary insofar that it gives 

the individual the freedom they need to begin creating.9 Many of Nietzsche’s works 

focus on life after the rejection of society and religion, guiding people on a path toward 

a greater and more authentic version of themselves. He was hopeful that humanity could 

create this new society in which we can all be more honest with our reality, our values, 

and, most importantly, ourselves. 

 
Zarathustra Prologue 

 
Written in sections from 1883-1885, Also Sprach Zarathustra is one of 

Nietzsche’s most popular works. Many might recognize the title from Richard Strauss’s 

tone poem by the same name, the fanfare of which was used in the iconic opening of 

2001: A Space Odyssey as the sun rises behind the monolith. Just as the movie opens 

                                                
7 Friedrich Nietzsche, “For the New Year,” The Joyful Wisdom, trans. Thomas Common 

(Edinburgh: Darian, 1910), Project Gutenburg eBook, 213. 

8 Rüdiger Safranski, Nietzsche: A Philosophical Biography, trans. Shelley Frisch (New York: 
WW Norton, 2003), 39. 

9 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power Books I and II, trans. Anthony Ludovici, Project 
Gutenburg eBook, 10. 
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with the rising of the sun, so does Nietzsche’s Also Sprach. In Nietzsche’s work, 

Zarathustra wakes up to the morning sun, peering out of a cave. He has escaped to the 

mountains for ten years to live in solitude and reflection. By the end of the ten years, 

Zarathustra has had many realizations about the world, life, and the human spirit and 

feels a great need to share his discoveries with the people below:  

Bless the cup that is about to overflow, that the water may flow golden 
out of it, and carry everywhere the reflection of thy bliss! Lo! This cup is 
again going to empty itself, and Zarathustra is again going to be a man.10 
 
Thus, Zarathustra begins his journey down from the cave, excited to enlighten 

those below and help them see with clarity. First, he comes across a priest who warns 

him that the people will not listen to his teachings: 

Now I love God: men, I do not love. Man is a thing too imperfect for me. 
Love to man would be fatal to me…They are distrustful of anchorites, and 
do not believe that we come with gifts.11 
 

Zarathustra simply laughed in the priest’s face, saying, “This old saint in the forest hath 

not yet heard of it, that God is Dead!”12 

The phrase “God is Dead” is found throughout Nietzsche’s works. While it was 

first mentioned in 1882 in Die fröhliche Wissenschaft (Joyful Wisdom),13 it is mostly 

mentioned in reference to Götzen-Dämmerung (Twilight of the Idols), in which 

Nietzsche discusses the end (or twilight) or old truths (or idols). “Götzendämmerung 

calls to mind Göttadämmerung, the title of the last opera in Wagner’s Ring [Cycle]. 

                                                
10 Friedrich Neitzsche, “Zarathustra Prologue,” Thus Spoke Zarathustra: A Book for All and 

None, trans. Thomas Common, Project Gutenburg eBook, 1. 

11 Nietzsche, “Zarathustra Prologue,” Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 2. 

12 Ibid. 

13 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 101-104. 
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Götterdämmerung is an opera about the end of the reign of gods…The reign of the gods 

comes to an end because the gods were unable to live both within their own law and 

justly.”14 Wagner’s opera criticizes the concept of a moral code sourced from 

establishment and argues the necessary rejection of humanity’s reliance on dogmatic 

practices. Given Nietzsche and Wagner’s close relationship, it seems to be no 

coincidence in the overlapping of themes. 

The phrase “God is Dead” is not directly against the monotheistic Christian God, 

as many first suspect. Instead, it is a reference to the decline of all True World theories, 

or old truths.15 By having Zarathustra run into the priest, Nietzsche is foreshadowing 

commentary on separation from old truths and, from the resulting nihilism, a search for 

new meaning. Later, it becomes clear in Zarathustra’s discourses that Nietzsche is not 

arguing for permanent nihilism, but is instead trying to help prevent it. The turning away 

from religion, from tradition, from societal structure, is inevitable. It is already 

happening, according to Nietzsche.16 However, that does not mean humanity has to turn 

away from finding meaning. Zarathustra is aware of this problem and the trend away 

from the old truths, and is determined to help guide them through this rejection and into 

a life with new purpose. He scoffs at the priest for being ignorantly stuck to old truths 

and is all the more encouraged to spread his truth to the people.17 

                                                
14 Tracy Strong, “Introduction,” Twilight of the Idols, trans. Richard Polt (Indianapolis: Hackett, 

1997), x. 

15 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 101. 

16 Ibid, 101-104 

17 Ibid, 3. 
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At the bottom of the hill, Zarathustra comes across a crowd already gathered and 

seizes the opportunity, making a speech to them. He talks about an Übermensch, or a 

“transcendent human” that is enlightened above humanity. It is the next evolution of 

humanity, Zarathustra claims, and they can achieve it if they just listen to his teachings. 

Once again, Zarathustra brings up the concept of the death of God: 

Once blasphemy against God was the greatest blasphemy; but God died, 
and therewith also those blasphemers…Is your soul not poverty and 
pollution and wretched self-complacency? Verily, a polluted stream is 
man…in [the Übermensch] can your great contempt be submerged.18 
 

Zarathustra is saying now that God is dead, people are living complacent lives 

with no purpose, no direction. They have lost meaning in happiness, reason, virtue, and 

justice because they have rejected the foundations that said there was meaning in them. 

He is providing them with a way to find meaning again without returning to the 

constrictive former beliefs. 

The common men do not understand Zarathustra’s speech and begin mocking 

and ostracizing him. Zarathustra then declares it his mission to find a select few, a small 

group of companions that share his philosophy and help create this idea of the 

Übermensch, this surpassing of mankind, with him.19 Zarathustra’s mission is reflective 

of Nietzsche’s own, articulated in Ecce Homo: “From that time onward all my writings 

are bait: Maybe I understand as much about fishing as most people? If nothing was 

caught it was not I who was at fault.”20 He knew not everyone would understand it, yet 

                                                
18 Ibid. 

19 Ibid, 9. 

20 Friedrich Nietzsche, “Beyond Good and Evil,” Ecce Homo, trans. Anthony Ludovici and Paul 
Cohn, Project Gutenburg eBook, 115. 
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knew everyone who did would benefit from it. Hence the full title of the work: Also 

Sprach Zarathustra: A Book for All and None. After the epilogue, the work turns into a 

series of discourses where Zarathustra shares his teachings. 

 
Zarathustra as an Übermensch 

 
The Übermensch, translated as “the Overman,” is a term used by Nietzsche 

representing someone who thinks differently, and is willing to go against societal 

pressures and norms. Most importantly, though, they create.21 The Übermensch “spends 

each day of his life creating beauty, which affects the minds of others through-out time, 

knowing that his life has values and meaning since his existence of will-to-power will 

live on indefinitely.”22 The Übermensch pushes human thought and development to the 

next phase and finds purpose in themselves. 

In writing Also Sprach, Nietzsche has made Zarathustra the archetype of the 

Übermensch. Zarathustra comes down from the mountain with new and revolutionary 

ideas. His teachings are meant to lead people down the path of Enlightenment. He 

guides people through the process of rejection, thinking differently, and finding 

authentic creation. Zarathustra is a representation of a personal Übermensch for 

Nietzsche, embodying the foresight and new teachings that he hopes humanity will 

follow. One of Zarathustra’s first teachings explains the path toward becoming an 

Übermensch. He calls this path the Three Metamorphoses. 

 
 

                                                
21 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 111-114. 

22 “Nietzsche’s Idea of an Overman and Life from his Point of View,” Center for Computer 
Research in Music and Acoustics: Stanford, https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~pj97/Nietzsche.htm. 
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The Three Metamorphoses 
 

Also Sprach Zarathustra is, in a way, an amalgamating project for Nietzsche. 

Each of Zarathustra’s discourses are teachings of Nietzsche’s own, a culmination of his 

beliefs that incorporate Perspectivism, God is Dead, the Eternal Return, the 

Übermensch, a New Healthiness, and his search for a true purpose in life.  Zarathustra’s 

first discourse, “The Three Metamorphoses,” is the focus of this chapter, though many 

of the other discourses touch on ideas similar to the ones found here. These 

metamorphoses symbolize Nietzsche’s path of human enlightenment: from passivism to 

duty, into rejection via transitional nihilism, and finally culminating into authentic 

purpose.23 

The first metamorphosis is the evolution from the Spirit to the Camel. The Spirit 

is one of freedom and a complete lack of purpose and meaning. Nietzsche argues that 

people who live their life seeking only comfort are ignorant. The Spirit is ignoring the 

realities of life and is living in a fantasy world to which no real meaning can come 

because no real truth exists. So the Spirit becomes laden and eventually it 

“kneeleth…down like the Camel.”24 By evolving into the Camel, the Spirit is taking on 

the hardships of life, starting the search for truth over comfort. It “wants to be well 

loaded” so that it “may take it upon [itself] and rejoice in [its] strength.”25 It is a sense of 

duty. 

                                                
23 Matthew Meyer, “The Three Metamorphoses of Nietzsche’s Free Spirit,” Papers of the North 

American Nietzsche Society 38, no. 3 (2006): 49-63, http://doi.org/10.5840/intstudphil200638328. 

24 Nietzsche, “The Three Metamorphoses,” Thus Spake Zarathustra. 

25 Ibid. 
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This theme of embracing discomfort and hardship is common throughout 

Nietzsche’s writings. He expands on it more in his second discourse, “The Academic 

Chairs of Virtue,” in which he makes fun of a “wise man” teaching the youth in the town 

that sleep, a metaphor for inner peace, is the truest virtue of all. Anything that disturbs 

this inner peace is not virtuous. “Formerly above all else…Good sleep they sought for 

themselves, and opiate virtues to prove it.”26 Zarathustra laughs, explaining that by this 

logic, the only purpose of living would be to sleep. The only purpose of life would be to 

find peace. He says sarcastically, “Blessed are those sleepy men: for they soon shall 

drop off.”27 Zarathustra instead believes that while inner peace is a pleasant thought, 

there is a much greater significance, a greater purpose to life that can only be found by 

facing challenges. Growth and understanding come from discomfort. Thus, becoming 

the Camel is to carry the weights of life, embracing the greater truth of reality. It is the 

first step in the transition to full realization in the Three Metamorphoses.28 

 
A Musical Übermensch 

 
The Three Metamorphoses extend past general personal development and into 

other areas of the human condition. George Rochberg, an American composer, went 

through the same development musically during the 20th century. While Rochberg did 

not consciously follow the evolution – and most likely did not have direct contact with 

Nietzsche’s works – the direct comparison of Rochberg’s evolution as a composer to 

                                                
26 Nietzsche, “The Academic Chairs of Virtue,” Thus Spake Zarathustra. 

27 Ibid. 

28 Nietzsche, “The Three Metamorphoses,” Thus Spake Zarathustra. 
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Nietzsche’s development of the Übermensch brings to light interesting and notable 

facets of both music and philosophy. 

 
Rochberg’s Early Style: The Camel 

 
Born in 1918 in New Jersey, George Rochberg (1918-2005) began composing in 

the thick of modernist music in the 1940s. “Rochberg began his career as a strict serial 

composer, working within a post-Schoenbergian atonal style and under the shadow of 

composers like Milton Babbitt.”29 His training and early exposure, though, was rooted 

deep in tonal tradition, specifically the Romantic era. He writes, “The most profound 

influence on my early career was Johannes Brahms. By the time I was fifteen or sixteen, 

I had finally discovered Brahms. His music took over my entire consciousness until I 

was about nineteen or twenty.”30 Rochberg attended New York’s Mannes School of 

Music where he was taught by George Szell and Hans Weiss. After serving in World 

War II, he went to Philadelphia to attend the Curtis Institute of Music under Rosario 

Scalero and Gian Carlo Menotti. During his time in Philadelphia, Rochberg played in 

the jazz scene for many years before returning to teach at Curtis.31 

Rochberg was born around the time serialism was beginning. Chromatic 

saturation had become increasingly prevalent, making a natural transition into the atonal 

realm. Arnold Schoenberg is often credited with the first atonal work with his String 

                                                
29 Mark Berry, ed. “Music, Postmodernism, and George Rochberg’s Third String Quartet,” 

Postmodern Music/Postmodern Thought (London: Routledge, 2002), 245. 

30 Joan Devee Dixon, George Rochberg: A Bio-bibliographic Guide to His Life and Works 
(Stuyvesant: Pendragon, 1992), xxiii. 

31 Bruce Duffie and George Rochberg, “Composer George Rochberg: A Conversation with Bruce 
Duffie,” Bruce Duffie, 1986, http://www.bruceduffie.com/rochberg.html. 
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Quartet No. 2 (1908) foregoing a key signature at the end of last movement.32 With no 

tonality, Schoenberg began creating a new system with which to compose, eventually 

developing serialism. The pressures to compose in this new serial language spread 

throughout the academic world. 

The mid-1900s academic music scene is typically characterized by this pressure 

to compose with serial techniques. Joseph Straus, a modernist and post-tonal theorist, 

points out that this pressure was more felt than a factual representation. Only a fifth of 

the positions at universities were taken by serial composers. Most prestigious positions 

were filled by people deeply rooted in tonal harmony.33 While serialism had an 

influence, it was not the all-consuming, across the board presence it is often perceived to 

be. However, the perception of pressure and the aura of prestige in the serial and post-

tonal fields during that time remains true. Straus concedes that, “certainly serialism in 

this period commanded an intellectual interest out of proportion to its actual measurable 

presence on the musical scene. Its outsized prestige derived from a number of factors, 

including its scientific aura, its association with the most recent European developments, 

and its simple novelty. It came to seem intellectually chic, in certain circles, and 

composers active at the time may have felt some internal pressure to stay abreast of the 

latest fashions.”34 Ultimately, there was perceived pressure on those involved in 

academia to be engaged in serial composition despite it being a relatively marginal field. 

                                                
32 Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 83. 

33 Joseph Straus, “The Myth of Serial ‘Tyranny’ in the 1950s and 1960s,” The Musical Quarterly 
83, No. 3 (Autumn, 1999): 306. https://www.jstor.org/stable/i229748. 

34 Straus, “The Myth of Serial ‘Tyranny,’” 303. 
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Glenn Watkins writes, “Many composers…made their initial reputation through a 

subscription to serial procedures, an endorsement that for a time from the mid-1950s on 

seemed almost a requirement for artistic survival.”35 On a professional level, Terry 

Teachout writes, “serialist composers had become ensconced on the faculties of 

America’s most prestigious schools of music…The general perception in music circles 

was that serialism had triumphed.”36  

Rochberg inevitably felt that pressure as well. He comments himself saying, 

“How can he avoid being eaten alive by teaching duties and committee meetings, by the 

academic environment and its special demands and subtle pressures? ... Certainly he will 

have to resist falling into the various traps of the short-lived fads in composing...”37 For 

Rochberg, serialism was the Camel phase. He was building his career in the heart of 

serialism and in the heart of this pressure. The expectation from the academic world, 

whether real or simply perceived, is akin to the societal and cultural expectations that are 

worn by Nietzsche’s Camel. Just as the Camel lives to fit with those around him, so did 

Rochberg compose in a way that was fitting to his time period. 

For Rochberg, it was still the Camel’s idea of fulfillment through duty. It was not 

against his will; in fact, he was intrigued. “It didn’t matter to me whether I liked 

[Schoenberg] or not, I had to find out what was there, why it was there, and how it was 

                                                
35 Glenn Watkins, Soundings: Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: Schirmer, 1988), 528. 

36 Terry Teachout, "The New Tonalists," Commentary, December 1977. 
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37 George Rochberg, Aesthetics of Survival: A Composer’s View of Twentieth-Century Music 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1988), 163. 
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made.”38 Rochberg’s early works were all serial in nature. It was what was expected of 

him as a composer in this time period and he latched onto it well. 

 
String Quartet No. 1 

 
Rochberg’s String Quartet No. 1 (1952) highlights many of the modern 

techniques he frequently utilized. There are complex passages full of chromatic 

saturation and extended techniques such as sul ponticello, con legno, and glissandi. 

Modern approaches to rhythm and meter include: the use of changing meter, asymmetric 

meters, frequent syncopation, 3:4 polyrhythms, and rhythmically notated accelerandos 

and ritardandos. The harmonic language is also modern, with cluster chords, chromatic 

saturation, and no tonality or key signature. Dynamics, articulations, tempo, and style 

markings are all explicitly defined – a practice common in modern compositions.  

A closer analysis of his first string quartet proves that Rochberg was not simply 

using modern techniques, but was deeply involved in the serial movement. Looking at 

the beginning of the first movement (Figure A), Rochberg appears to have the 

independent voices follow a descending or ascending chromatic line. If you include the 

trills, the cello line is ascending chromatically between measure 1 and measure 13, 

going from a C#2 to a Bb3. The other voices follow a similar figure with the viola and 

second violin descending, providing contrary motion to the cello. The first violin 

alternates between a few notes before starting a clear descent in the anacrusis to measure 

10. When considering the relatively extensive time each part remains on a note and the 

chromatic movement, it might appear to be nothing more than parsimonious voice 

                                                
38 Dixon, George Rochberg, xxiii. 
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leading used to create a completed aggregate. However, if you look at measure 17, it 

reveals the true technique of the composer (Figure B). 

 

 

 
Figure A: Rochberg, Movement 1, String Quartet No. 1, 1st Page39 

 
 
 
 

 
                                                

39 George Rochberg, String Quartet No. 1 (Bryn Mawr: Theodore Presser, 1986), 2. 
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Figure B: Rochberg, Movement 1, String Quartet No. 1, mm. 17-19.40 
 

In measure 17, Rochberg presents the tone row in its completion in the second 

violin. He shows [5 7 0 11 6 3 10 4 2 9 8 1]. If you take this row and look back at 

measures 1-16, a new pattern appears. Rochberg may have used chromatic voice-leading 

for individual voices, but between all four parts, he presented the notes in the order of 

the tone row. The presentation at measure 17 is then realized to be a rotation of the 

original row: [1 5 7 0 11 6 3 10 4 2 9 8]. 

This row can be segmented into two [0 1 5 7] tetrachordal set-classes and one [0 

1 5 8] set-class. Rochberg utilizes the half steps in these intervals to build the chromatic 

lines of individual voices while maintaining the presentation of the tone row through 

partitioning.  

Rochberg’s use of rotation, partitioning, transposition, and inversion prove that 

he was a proponent and practitioner of the serial movement. It was not simply a 

technique that he used in parts of his works; it was the fundamental mode of 

composition.  

 
Rochberg’s Transitional Phase 

 
Then, suddenly, everything changed for him. In 1964, Rochberg’s teenage son, 

Paul, died of a brain tumor. He began questioning everything in his life, desperately 

                                                
40 Rochberg, String Quartet No. 1, 3. 
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searching for an explanation, a meaning behind this death, for a purpose to come out of 

it. Things that had been so exciting before now appeared pointless and arbitrary. 

Musically, he felt lost: “After Paul died, that absolutely made it necessary for me to 

wash my hands of the whole thing [serialism].”41 The progressive music that had 

conceptually been so intriguing suddenly seemed meaningless. He writes, “I used to 

think it was pure nostalgia, a longing for a past Golden Age which always brought me 

back to the supremely wrought clarities and identities of the old music (romanticism). 

Now I realize it was not nostalgia at all but a deep, abiding, personal need for clear 

ideas, for vitality and power expressed without impediments, for grace and beauty of 

line, for convincing harmonic motion, for transcending feeling.”42 Despite being a serial 

composer for his entire career, Rochberg began saying serialism was “…a style which 

made it virtually impossible to express serenity, tranquility, grace, …and perhaps most 

importantly, joy.”43 He felt constrained by what was supposed to be his mode of greatest 

self-expression, saying that, “Modernism ended up allowing us only a postage-stamp-

sized space to stand on.”44 Rochberg began searching for a musical style that was able to 

express the depths of emotions that he was feeling during this mourning process. 

It should be noted that Rochberg’s personal qualms with modern styles are not 

reflective of the overall expressive art of post-tonal composition. Atonal music has often 

ignorantly been thought of to be methodical, disassociated, and unemotional. However, 
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it has the same ability of both structure and freedom, expressivity and reserve, chaos and 

lyricism, that any musical style has. Many composers including Alban Berg, Milton 

Babbitt, Anton Webern, and Pierre Boulez have found serialism and other 12-tone 

method to be the compositional technique that gives them the most creative expression. 

Both Nietzsche’s general metamorphoses and the evolutions of composers are personal 

processes with no singular path; it is a personal development where each individual has 

to find what fits them best.   

Furthermore, Rochberg’s rejection of modernism was not just a shift in styles 

and musical pressures, but also a rebellion from the more societal expectations of the 

musical community. Rochberg recounts the backlash to his shift: “I was accused of 

betraying, in the following order, the church and the state. I was a traitor, a renegade.”45 

Robert Reilly articulates it this way: “His ‘conversion’ provoked an outraged reaction 

from the music establishment and the avant-garde…helped free the next generation of 

composers from the serial straightjacket to write new music that was once again 

comprehensible to audiences…These works, especially the third quartet, were very 

much at the heart of the controversy caused by Rochberg’s attempt to ‘regain contact 

with the tradition and means of the past.’”46 National Public Radio describes the effect 

to members of the musical community in an episode on Rochberg: 

 
ROSE: Rochberg was head of the music department at the University of 
Pennsylvania in the 1960s. For a top professor at an Ivy League school 
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to break with serialism was at the time a scandal in the music world. 
Some of Rochberg's colleagues expressed a sense of betrayal. But for 
many younger musicians like James Freeman, who had just taken a job 
teaching at Swarthmore College outside Philadelphia, the effect was 
liberating. 

Mr. JAMES FREEMAN (Swarthmore College): If George Rochberg 
can do something like that, there's nothing that I can't do and get away 
with it. I don't have to write 12-tone music; I can if I want to. I can write 
stuff that sounds like Brahms. I can do anything I want. I'm free. And 
that was an extraordinary feeling in the late '60s for young composers, I 
think, many of whom felt really constrained to write serial music.47 

Freeman captures essentially what Rochberg was striving for: freedom. Freedom 

to compose how one desires, not set to any one particular style. It is important to note 

that this was not a complete abandonment of modern styles. It is apparent that he still 

maintains this influence. However, Rochberg was not limited to only modern styles, 

instead drawing from multiple compositional techniques to create a more expressive and 

authentic work. “Rochberg wrote that he tried to reconcile his love of the music of the 

past with the…‘destructive pressures’ of the late 20th century.”48 This rebellion and 

demand for freedom pushes Rochberg into the stage of the Lion.  

 
The Lion 

 
In Nietzsche’s evolution, at some point the Camel begins to wander into the 

wilderness. Over time it embraces the wild, letting it influence its soul, and freedom 

overtakes it. John Lippitt writes, “Nietzsche, of course, strongly rejects the belief in 

objective, universal moral facts, asserting rather that just as one can create one’s self, so 

one can create one’s own values. But in order to do this, one must first liberate oneself 
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from the burden of these absolute values which, camel-like, the human spirit has taken 

on.” With its new concept of freedom, the Camel begins resenting the weights placed 

upon it – the expectations, pressures, beliefs – seeing them no longer as a sense of duty, 

but rather as chains that are imprisoning it. It becomes clear that the weights are put on 

by external forces instead of being chosen by the Camel, and their validity begins to 

come into question. They have shifted from a purpose to a burden, thus the Camel 

begins shedding the weights. “Here the spirit becometh a lion; freedom will capture it, 

and lordship in its own wilderness."49 

The Lion is the rebellious teenager phase of life. It embraces its new freedom 

through rejection, saying “no” to everything that society has demanded from it for no 

purpose other than the fact that it can. “Only by bearing the burdens of the existing law 

and submitting to it patiently, as the camel submits to being laden, does the free spirit 

acquire that ascendancy over tradition which enables him to meet and master the 

dragon.”50 Zarathustra explains this as the “I will” Lion versus the “Thou-shalt” Dragon. 

The thou-shalt’s are a reference to the biblical Ten Commandments and serve as a 

symbol of the dogmatic practices that require submission and bind you to a way of life. 

“The values of a thousand years glitter on those scales…all values have already been 

created, and all created values – do I [the dragon] represent.”51 The Lion is deliberately 
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fighting these values, these rules, choosing instead to live in freedom. It “give[s] a holy 

Nay even unto duty.”52  

The Lion is limited in many ways, though. His form is less a form of true 

freedom and more one of a lack of structure. He is as focused on rejecting tradition as 

the Camels are on submitting to it. The Lion does not yet have the ability to create – 

create purpose, create individuality, create new reason – because he is unable to look 

past the act of rebellion. He is still finding his way. 

Rochberg’s transitional period, both musically and personally, is indicative of 

Nietzsche’s Lion. He is rejecting the pressures around him. He is searching for 

independence and identity apart from social constructs, yet is unsure of where to settle. 

This phase is best represented musically in his most popular work, his third string 

quartet.  

 
String Quartet No. 3 

 
In 1972, Rochberg premiered his String Quartet No. 3, beginning his transition 

into neo-tonality. It was an assortment of stylistic excerpts pieced together. It created a 

mosaic, with clear lines of where one style starts and where another begins, yet they 

work together to create a grand picture. 

The quartet is split into three sections with five movements total. Section A has a 

Fantasia introduction followed by a March. Section B is a Theme and Variations. 

Section C is a continuation of the March followed by the Finale with alternating 

Scherzos and Serenades. 
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In the Fantasia section alone, Rochberg shifts through a large variety of styles 

and themes. The section opens with chromatic saturation during one quick rhythmic 

figure (Figure C). This figure is then repeated in different, sometimes shorter variations, 

all marked marcato with glissandi. The articulation markings combined with the 

harmonic language are indicative of modern styles. Then, suddenly, there is a break: two 

measures of silence before all four voices come in, completely contrasting the previous 

style. The marcato accents remain, but are attached to ties or are under slurs, indicating 

weight instead of articulation. This section is legato, with tenuto markings on 16th note 

passages, long sustained chords, and little harmonic movement. The upper first violin 

and the cello - the melodic voices in the passage - slowly alternate between two notes in 

whole steps. This major 2nd alternation becomes a theme throughout the Fantasia. The 

legato sustains, slows down, and then fades out before immediately bringing back the 

sharp bursts of the opening theme. It is not a repetition of the A section, but a slight 

development with the rhythmic variation. 

The movement continues in this manner, introducing new themes and developing 

material frequently, with constant stops, starts, and switching of styles This juxtaposition 

is indicative of the rest of the piece on a large and small scale. Introducing a new idea, 

the march is reminiscent of Stravinsky and Schoenberg, primarily his Serenade, Op. 24. 

It is far from a traditional march with the melodic content and highly modern stylistic 

incorporations. However, it maintains the duple meter feel despite its changing time 

signatures and provides the steady, though brisk, walking pulse that is indicative of the 

march. This section is juxtaposed with the B section: a theme and variations reminiscent 

of Beethoven and the Romantic era. Just as the legato theme broke up the short rhythmic 
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theme of the Fantasia, the theme and variations splits up the Schoenbergian march 

section. The march returns after a long break in Section C, developing further. The work 

then concludes with juxtapositions of serenades and scherzos. It is clear collocation of 

styles, never settling on one musical era, one theme, or one motive for too long. Mark 

Berry, a musicology professor at the Royal Holloway University of London writes, 

“…Rochberg organizes the music to create a sense of diversity that precludes an 

understanding of the piece as being unified by any one comprehensive compositional 

style.”53 

 
Figure C: Rochberg, String Quartet No. 3, I. Introduction: Fantasia, m.1 54 
 

It is important to note that Rochberg did have unity throughout the quartet 

despite the frequent switching of style, technique, and pace. Additionally, despite this 
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string quartet not being serial, it is clear that Rochberg did not abandon his roots, but 

merely adapted them. Both of these points can be shown looking at the intervallic 

language of the movements. Focusing on the Fantasia, the entire movement is based on 

the tetrachord [0 1 2 7]. He outlines this tetrachord linearly multiple times in the opening 

theme, the 16th notes in the legato section, and more. However, he doesn’t just outline it 

in the horizontal domain. He also uses it vertically as a harmonic simultaneity, similar to 

how he used partitioning in the opening of his first string quartet. 

Rochberg even takes it a step further. Throughout the movement, there are three 

intervals that make up the subject: the theme based off of the major 2nd, multiple themes 

based off of the tritone, and many harmonic intervals of a major 7th. All of these 

intervals can be found in the tetrachord [0 1 2 7]. The major 2nd found between the 0 and 

2, the tritone between the 1 and 7, the major 7th being the inverse of the minor 2nd found 

in 0 to 1 and 1 to 2. He uses this tetrachord as the foundation of the entire movement, 

and uses similar techniques in the others on different intervals. For example, the march 

is based on the minor 2nd and the perfect 5th.  Rochberg utilizes the same techniques 

from his serial music – partitioning, direct outlining, rotation, inversion, transposition – 

but applies it in a looser way to the tetrachord in order to blend it more seamlessly with 

the tonal styles. The disjunctive nature of melodic lines and the juxtaposition of styles is 

still prominent. However, underneath it lies a compositional unity found in the 

intervallic relationships. 

For Rochberg, this was the beginning of what he called arts combinatorial55, 

where he uses styles from all periods to create new music. He writes, “I stand in a circle 
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of time, not a line. 360 degrees of past, present, future. All around me. I can look in any 

direction I want to. Bella Vista,”56 or beautiful view. He included direct references in his 

music to Mahler and Beethoven while never fully abandoning the modern styles he grew 

up on. Because for Rochberg, the past and present were not so dissimilar. “Far from 

seeing tonality and atonality as opposite ‘styles,’ I viewed them as significant aspects of 

an enlarged language of musical expression with branching subdivisions of what I like 

to call ‘dialects.’”57 It was as if he were standing with one foot in the past and one foot 

in the future, but not willing to stay within the bounds of either. And while he may not 

have completely rejected atonality as the Lion embraces rejection, he did reject the 

pressures that came with the compositional method. “By embracing the earlier traditions 

of tonality and combining them with the more recently developed atonality, I found it 

possible to release my music from the overintense, expressionistic manner inherent in a 

purely serially organized, constant chromaticism, and from the inhibition of physical 

pulse and rhythm which has enervated so much recent music.”58 He was released from 

the chains of expectation and given the freedom of expression that Freeman described. 

When Rochberg questioned serialism and began his transition to neo-tonality, he 

began the process of becoming another Nietzschean Übermensch. Rochberg thought 

differently, pushed boundaries, and began guiding people down a new path.  
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String Quartet No. 5 
 

It wasn’t until 1978 with his String Quartet No. 5, however, that Rochberg 

reached the phase of the Child. His third string quartet was a mosaic of styles, with clear 

distinction and direct references to composers. “In later compositions, like the fourth, 

fifth and sixth string quartets…Mr. Rochberg's stylistic variants were more 

homogeneous. These works are Romantic in many ways, but there is no sense of self-

conscious synthesis, facile quotation or reactionary throwback. Critics heard elements of 

Bartok, Mahler, Haydn, Schoenberg, Beethoven and Mozart, but the final product had 

an intensity that was Mr. Rochberg's own.”59 Before, in the Lion phase, Rochberg was 

experimenting with all possibilities, pulling from every style, trying every option, yet 

never settling for long. In his 5th quartet, though, there is a new sense of unity and voice. 

He was less encapsulated by the freedom of the Lion and began using those same ideas 

he had discovered but in an intentional and purposeful way. He blended these styles 

seamlessly and obtained a purity of his own voice. It was more than just a return to the 

styles of the past; it was a creation of something new. It is at this point, where he truly 

created something new and authentic, that he evolved to the Child and finished 

becoming a Nietzschean Übermensch. 

 The first movement, Molto allegro marziale, starts off as if it is the first 

movement of a Beethoven string quartet, particularly his early string quartets. The tonal, 

melodic, and sequential nature of the theme places it closer to the Classical or Romantic 

era. However, Rochberg quickly takes more liberties, particularly with the harmonic 

                                                
59 “George Rochberg, Composer, Dies at 86,” The New York Times, June 1, 2005, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/01/arts/music/george-rochberg-composer-dies-at-86.html. 
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experimentation. Rochberg develops the theme, slowly pulling it further away from its 

early Romantic roots. By 0:38, there is thicker counterpoint and it lacks the ‘purity’ 

often associated with the late Classical and early Romantic time of Beethoven.60 There 

are frequent interjections, with parts of the melody being quickly stated over a base of 

thick texture and constant motion. 

 It then splits into a darker development section with harmonies that become 

increasingly dissonant and aggressive before slowly tapering back off to a reiteration of 

the Beethoven-esque theme. The growth is usually done through repeated, short motifs 

that rise in pitch, volume, and intensity. This technique is found throughout many of the 

Beethoven string quartets. Again, though, Rochberg extends it past the early Romantic 

boundaries of harmonics and texture.  

 There is a frequent return to the original theme, common from the earlier style to 

create unity throughout. In the other sections though, there is greater contrast in style. 

Especially at 5:50, virtually everything drops out except one voice. Rochberg uses long 

spaces and light pizzicato to create a type of pause. This greatly contrasts the section 

from 2:50-3:00 that has full, bright, dramatic, and dissonant strokes that build in tension. 

Throughout, there are other sections of light pizzicato, thicker counterpoint, decorative 

scalar runs, and more. 

 Beethoven is known for his efficiency and development of themes through 

numerous expressive styles. Rochberg uses a Beethoven-esque theme and develops it in 

similar ways. However, he takes that concept and builds upon it, applying modern 

                                                
60 Concord String Quartet, “George Rochberg’s String Quartet No. 5 (1978) (1/2),” 

September 6, 2011, Video, 13:25, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-snNWzq9G0. 
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harmonies, greater contrasts, more counterpoint, and thicker textures. He takes the 

strength and brilliance of the early Romantic era and applies it in his own way to his 

modern musical language.  

 The finale, Rondo-Finale, takes a different approach in the blend of styles, 

though is still just as effective.61 The melody itself is more modern, not based in tonality 

and extremely disjunct in nature. It covers a wide range, with the higher notes 

accentuated to make the jumps more apparent. The main theme is also accompanied by a 

rapid motor rhythm throughout. The finale fits the form of a traditional Rondo, 

alternating between the main theme and other sections. Additionally, the smaller 

sections seem to be a break from the high energy of the main theme, introducing calmer 

sections. The B section calms the harmonic language and texture, giving the listener 

something that is easier to latch on to. The C section seems to start the same way, then is 

quickly realized to be a canon, layering in each voice, reminiscent of Bach. The fifth 

movement is by no means atonal or serial. However, it is not fully in the tonal language 

either. Instead, it seems to dance between the present and past, just as the style, melody, 

and development do throughout the entire quartet. 

Rochberg had become an Übermensch in his musical style. And with this, he 

also transitioned into the final Metamorphosis: the evolution from the Lion to the Child. 

The Lion had the freedom to create new values, but was so focused on rejection 

for the sake of freedom that it was unable to find purpose. The Child is freed from both 

the duty of the Camel and the rebellion of the Lion. It is free to create its own sense of 

                                                
61	Concord String Quartet, “George Rochberg’s String Quartet No. 5 (1978) (2/2),” 
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purpose from its own self. The Child lives by “its own will, willeth now the spirit; his 

own world winneth the world’s outcast.”62 They are the ultimate idea of freedom. At this 

final stage, a person can look at the world like it is seeing it for the first time – just as a 

child would. They are not tied down by decades of responsibility, expectation, or 

influence. They do not feel obligated to live their life or make decisions for the sake of 

other people. 

The Child is not just a return to the ignorant spirit. It uses the same freedom from 

obligation but combines it with the curiosity and determination to create. The creation of 

purpose, of meaning, of morality, of belief, of society, of humanity, of identity. It is not 

hiding from reality, but instead facing it straight on. It is not about living a life of 

comfort and ease, but rather a life of authenticity and deliberateness.63 This final 

evolution represents the final Übermensch that Nietzsche wanted us all to reach. It is the 

shift away from True World ideas of the Camel, away from the nihilism of the Lion, and 

toward a truer and greater self as the Child. 

By his 5th String Quartet, Rochberg had achieved this creation and authenticity. 

He had reached the end of the Lion phase, stopped rejecting for the sake of rejecting, 

and for the first time was able to look at his life objectively. Rochberg did not want to be 

confined by the limitations of tonal tradition, yet the limits of serialism were not any less 

constraining. And yet, Rochberg did not remotely abandon either. Influences from 

baroque, classical, romantic, and modern music are scattered throughout his quartet. He 

was not opposed to either method of composition; he still saw value in the music. 

                                                
62 Nietzsche, “The Three Metamorphoses,” Thus Spake Zarathustra. 

63 Nietzsche, “Zarathustra Prologue,” Thus Spoke Zarathustra. 
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Rochberg just did not want to be confined to one or the other. Most importantly though, 

it was not the clear-cut lines of his third quartet. Instead, it was a blend with 

relationships and benefits of both styles. He began to pull elements from all music, not 

worrying about what was acceptable to his colleagues or in accordance to tradition, and 

just focused on what would allow him to communicate his emotions, his passion, and 

himself. Rochberg writes, “The only point for me is not whether I have produced a 

jumble of styles, but [whether or not] I have said what I wanted to.”64 Because, for him: 

“Pluralism, as I understand it, does not mean a simplistic array of different things 

somehow stuck together in arbitrary fashion but a way of seeing new possibilities of 

relationships; of discovering and uncovering hidden connections and working with them 

structurally…we struggle for clarity and order, to gain not a permanent certainty (which 

is not possible anyhow) but a momentary insight into how it is possible to resolve the 

chaos of existence into a shape or form which takes place on beauty, perhaps meaning, 

certainly strength.”65 The relationships and diversity of styles not only provided 

freedom, but offered something even more meaningful: depth, authenticity, and 

something representative of the human condition. As pianist Marc-Antonio Barone 

writes, “He [Rochberg] brought the same rigor, the same intensity, the same 

craftsmanship to his work in the most conservative sounding tonal idioms as he did to 

his most ultramodern, 12-tone composing. It was all about what in the human condition 

                                                
64 Dixon, George Rochberg, xxvii. 

65 Rochberg, Aesthetics, 241. 
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he was trying to express.66 Rochberg had mastered the arts combinatoria. He had begun 

to find his true voice. 

Beyond Rochberg: Evolutions of Other Composers 
 

The evolution of compositional development is by no means limited to 

Rochberg. He was selected for the focus of the chapter due to his personal life’s effect 

on the evolution and the clear representation in the progress of his works. However, this 

process can be seen in countless composers during the 20th century and beyond. Just as 

artistry is unique to the individual, every composers’ path is unique to their evolution. 

Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) followed the seemingly opposite path of Rochberg. 

He was rooted in traditional Russian influences in his early years, marking his time of 

fame with the ballets of The Firebird (1910), Petrushka (1911), and The Rite of Spring 

(1913). Other works such as The Soldier’s Tale (1918) and The Wedding (1917) were 

deeply inspired by Russian folk tales and music. The Wedding was described as “the 

most purely Russian creation of our [Russian] ballet.”67 Stravinsky later shifted into 

neoclassical music for the next few decades of his life. This was his ‘rebellion’ stage as 

he separated himself from the rise of the “radical avant-garde” and rediscovered the aura 

of the past. Then, Stravinsky began exploring serialism and post-tonal composition 

techniques, finishing his first post-tonal work Cantata in 1952.68 
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67 Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Expositions and Developments (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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68 Paul Griffiths, “Three Stages,” Igor Stravinsky: The Rake’s Progress, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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Alban Berg’s story (1885-1935) was similar to Rochberg’s. Berg originally 

composed without any formal education, mimicking the styles he heard in the city. Then 

he became a student of Schoenberg where he developed his serial technique. Unlike 

Rochberg though, Berg did not depart from the serial system. Instead, he remained 

rooted in it, but added his own twist. He wrote atonal and 12-tone pieces that “remained 

true to the late 19th-century Romanticism,”69 capturing the lyricism and expressivity that 

many thought impossible with the serial technique. Berg’s style was his use of the tools 

of the past and the present to create a new, authentic sound.70 

George Gershwin (1898-1937) grew up studying piano with Charles Hambitzer, 

the pianist for the Beethoven Symphony Orchestra. Hambitzer educated Gershwin of 

Western European classical traditions and immersed him in the musical scene. Gershwin 

got a job as a “song plugger” for Tin Pan Alley music, solidifying his career and his 

strong influence from American popular music and, in turn, jazz influence. Gershwin 

then developed a fascination with French styles. He spent time studying in France, 

attempting without success to study under both Nadia Boulanger and Maurice Ravel. 

While both denied him, this did not stop his fascination with the French style. Some of 

his works, such as Concerto in F, were poorly received because they favored the 

aesthetic of Claude Debussy over the jazz influence that many had come to expect. 

Gershwin worked to combine styles in an unprecedented way, mixing jazz with the 
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symphonic soundscape of the orchestra and the French compositional styles of the early 

20th century in pieces such as An American in Paris (1928).71 

 For Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990), it was his roots in Jewish style combined 

with his exploration of theatre, American popular music, and 12-tone elements that led 

to an increasingly blurred distinction of popular and classical music during the mid-20th  

century.72 

Even Schoenberg himself went through this particular evolution. He composed 

in the popular style of the time, experimenting with the complex harmonies of late 

Romanticism. He then separated from it, experimenting with atonal works. While 

Schoenberg insists that his compositional change was merely evolutionary as opposed to 

the full-out rebellion that many claim it to be, it is still clear that he removed himself 

from tonal harmony and explored the possibilities of atonality. Schoenberg searched for 

many years trying to find a method of composition that helped him produce atonal 

works with unity, development, and freedom of expression. He experimented with a few 

different ideas before creating and further developing serial composition. He began 

within society, separated from it to explore an independent idea, then found a way of 

composing that allowed him to keep his Romantic lyricism while incorporating new 

techniques and harmonic language.73  

The evolutions seem obvious, recognizable from your standard music history 

textbook, apparent from a simple summary of the composer. However, the relation back 
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to Nietzsche and his evolution of the self puts it in a new context. First, it points out that 

these monumental composers all started with a formal music education of some kind. 

Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Bernstein and Berg were educated, often highly educated, in 

the tonal system and the styles of their time. They mastered a particular style and art, 

accepting the duties of the Camel, putting in the time and learning the ways of society. 

This process is a nod to the idea: You have to learn the rules before you can learn how 

to break them. For Nietzsche, it means that you are integrated in society. You are 

immersed in not just the culture, but also in the knowledge, the structure, the diversity 

and the support that come with a developed society. There is an avid recognition of roles 

and relationships, an important development of tenacity, and a crucial understanding of 

the world around you. Musically, this involves understanding the tools composers have 

previously used. It involves exposure to various concepts, familiarization with genres 

and styles, and understanding how the structure of the musical world works. The 

composer must understand what has come before in order to recognize and have context 

for what is new.  

Second, it highlights the prominent, innovative composers as people exploring 

new territory as opposed to the simple answer of ‘hating the system.’ The motivation 

becomes a sense of curiosity and natural development, guided by a personal need to 

explore an idea as opposed to a need to have a legacy. Schoenberg, arguably the most 

radical of them all, is the one that adamantly claims to simply wanting to discover a new 

form of composition that would give him full expressive range. John Cage with his 

experimental music does not think of himself as a martyr. Instead, all of his works are 

rooted in his personal philosophy of music and life. They are simply his way of sharing 
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that with the public. Rochberg may have “freed” composers who felt pressured into the 

serial system, yet it was never his intention. He was simply in search for a method that 

would allow him the most expression. These artists went in search of freedom, of a new 

idea, of independent thought. They were driven to leave and separate just as the Lion. 

Sometimes the was an act of rebellion, other times it was simply a curious pursuit of the 

wild. While their developments and innovations are important and highly influential, 

they are not always the ground-breaking moments that musicologists make them out to 

be. The danger in this ‘martyr of rebellion’ interpretation is an incomplete understanding 

of progression. Often times rebellions are thought to be complete breaks from what 

came before, a total separation. However, when looking at it in a less drastic, more 

connected perspective, it invites connections to the past and the true origins or 

motivations for these ideas. This connection is essential to understanding and 

interpreting music concepts. 

Third, it shows how to utilize the old and the new to find an authentic self and 

create. Nietzsche believed in the Child’s freedom from pressure, their curiosity, and 

most importantly, their ability to create. The Child used the knowledge and functions of 

society along with the discoveries from the wild, both as tools instead of chains. It is the 

exposure to diversity that gives both a new view (the Child seeing the world for the first 

time) and the self-assurance to act upon and incorporate that diversity. As composers, 

this means an exposure to styles both new and old. The more compositional tools 

available to you, the more purposeful each of your decisions are. The composer is no 

longer choosing a sonata form, a chord progression, or a tone row inversion because it is 

expected. Instead, they are free to choose any collection of notes they desire. With this 
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freedom comes a responsibility for intentionality in every decision. This is Rochberg’s 

blending of styles. This is Schoenberg’s idea of consonance and dissonance working 

together as tools: “A later time will perhaps (!) be allowed to use both kinds of resources 

in the same way, one alongside the other.”74 As an artist, this is control over your work. 

Control that lends itself to a purer form of authenticity because it is coming from the 

self. These evolutions are not just “something new,” as many classify modernism. They 

are so much more. 

Finally, it follows the complete cycle. Many stop with the rebellion of prominent 

figures, seeing the turning point as the most influential part of development. However, 

this dismisses an important part of the process: the reincorporation. Nietzsche always 

intended for the fully developed person to return to society. Zarathustra walked down 

from his isolation in the mountains to help spread the word. After their personal journey 

is complete, part of the Übermensch’s job was to unite society and help push others 

toward enlightenment. The Lion ends his journey in the wild as he becomes the Child. It 

is the reincorporation into society that has the greatest influence on the people. The 

Übermensch takes the perspective and sense of duty it gained as a Camel and combines 

it with the new perspectives found from their exploration and freedom as the Lion to 

create an authentic version of themselves that can live amongst society and influence 

others. Existentialism is not about meaningless life; Nietzsche did not desire for the 

permanent isolation of the Lion. It is all about deciding what your own purpose is, 

creating meaning, and incorporating that meaning into your life. Similarly, artists must 

return from their experimental adventures. They must incorporate and build into the 
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language that has already been used, at least to some extent, in order to connect to 

people and put their evolution in context. Revolutions are never clean breaks, but rather 

responses for or against the past. After all, progress is “standing on the shoulders of 

giants,”75 not jumping out onto a ledge by yourself. The reincorporation shows its 

impact through its influence on composers. There is a clear distinction in composers 

during the 20th and 21st centuries. Even if they did not personally explore the bounds of 

tonal harmony, serialism, electronic, and experimental music in their compositions, they 

were still exposed and educated – formal or not – on material of much greater diversity 

than anything in the past. As a result, they gained the byproduct of freedom, 

intentionality, and consequently: authenticity. 

Additionally, recognizing the musical expression of Nietzsche’s evolution 

comments on philosophy and its representation in our lives. The similarities show that 

philosophical ideas can be applied beyond the general human experience of career, 

relationships, and morals. They can be applied to all facets of life. After all, music and 

philosophy are both manifestations of the human experience. Philosophy is an analytical 

approach, attempting to define and articulate what we experience. Music, as with all art, 

is often considered a projection or expression of this same human experience. It is only 

fitting that the two would resemble each other. Often times artistic movements are 

thought to be post-manifestations of intellectual or philosophical movements. However, 

perhaps it is true that artistic movements can also shed light on philosophy.  

The overlap of the human experience lends itself to an interconnectedness for the 

individual as well. Musical works have long been accepted to be influenced by the 
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personal journeys of composers including sexuality, upbringing, political dynamic, and 

more. This interconnectedness of the human experience manifests itself in many 

different expressions. There are more connections and insights to be found in the 

connections between these fields – connections that might help answer the existential 

questions that philosophers like Nietzsche were trying to solve: Who am I?, Why am I 

here?, and What is my purpose? 
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CHAPTER TWO 

How Do You Choose?: 
Composers’ Journeys Facing Kierkegaard’s Dizziness of Freedom 

 
 

The composers mentioned in the previous chapter are just a few examples of a 

much larger and intricate picture. With a combination of the “emancipation of 

dissonance”; the expansion of compositional techniques; the technological developments 

including electronic recording, instrumentation, and performance mediums; the 

perceived pressure to find a unique voice; and the flooding of the music industry, music 

in the late 20th and early 21st century was rapidly changing and increasingly unique. The 

composers of this time faced a new freedom where they could – and were encouraged to 

– be individualized. Throughout the classical and early romantic eras, the majority of 

composers adhered to traditions and structure in tonal practice, genre, and form. In the 

late 19th century, these traditions persisted, but were accompanied by a vast range of 

styles that diverted in unique ways. The emphasis on and incorporation of former 

structures and traditions varied greatly from one composer to the next, with some deeply 

rooted in them and others rebelling or exploring far beyond them. Musicologist Robin 

Wallace compares the diversity to a river breaking off into hundreds of smaller streams 

that split and intertwine back together.1 Each branch is sourced from the same place, yet 

leads somewhere unique and is influenced along the way by other offshoots (Figure A). 

The more individualized compositions led to an increased appreciation for 

diversity of compositional approaches, leading to a greater confidence in composers to 

                                                
1 Robin Wallace, “Individualism,” Lecture, Romantic Music History from Baylor University, 

Waco, TX, April 17, 2019. 
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create more individualized compositions. It was a cycle built on the notion of 

individuality. James Freeman comments on the greater compositional freedom that had 

begun to develop in the 1960s: “I don't have to write 12-tone music; I can if I want to. I 

can write stuff that sounds like Brahms. I can do anything I want. I'm free.”2 There were 

an infinite number of options available to composers and they were increasingly take 

advantage of it. 

 

 
Figure A: Phil Degginger, Degginger Photography3 

 

However, this freedom comes with its own difficulties. The overwhelming nature 

of the infinite creates a struggle to decide on anything, exacerbating the already difficult 

process of fostering creativity and artistry. Igor Stravinsky wrote, “I experience a sort of 

terror when, at the moment of setting to work and finding myself before the infinitude of 

                                                
2 Joel Rose, “The Evolution of George Rochberg,” National Public Radio, June 5, 2005, 
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possibilities that present themselves, I have the feeling that everything is permissible to 

me. If everything is permissible to me, the best and the worst; if nothing offers me any 

resistance, then any effort is inconceivable.”4 Soren Kierkegaard, a Danish philosopher, 

calls this struggle the “dizziness of freedom.”5 His writings help people navigate 

decision making in a purposeful way and achieve authenticity in an effort to combat this 

“dizziness.” 

This chapter will follow Arnold Schoenberg’s compositional development, 

showing its relation to Kierkegaard’s writings and suggested process. It will then show 

how integral serialism and aleatoric works are opposite extremes in dealing with the 

dizziness of freedom before arguing that they are, in fact, fundamentally and 

philosophically the same. Finally, it will touch on multiple composers and their personal 

manifestation to what Kierkegaard called the “transcendental faith” – a place of pure 

authenticity.6 

 
Soren Kierkegaard 

 
 Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) was a Danish philosopher and writer in the early 

19th century. He was an extremely religious man who believed in the importance of the 

individuality of faith over the organization of religion. He is known as the “Father of 

                                                
4 Igor Stravinsky, “The Composition of Music,” in Poetics of Music in the Form of Six Lessons, 

trans. Arthur Knodel and Ingolf Dahl, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970), 63. 

5 Sometimes translated as the “Anxiety of Freedom.” 
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Existentialism” for his discussion of themes that became the primary focus of many 

existentialist philosophers – including authenticity, purpose, individuality, and freedom.7 

 Kierkegaard’s works focused on an existential problem and a religious solution. 

For now, this chapter will focus on the existential problem. For Kierkegaard, our 

humanity came with an inescapable anxiety or dread. We all have “a natural need to 

formulate a life-view, a conception of meaning of life and its purpose.”8 However, there 

is no purpose or map of life given to us. As a result, we have full control over how we 

decide to live our lives. That freedom of choice, the infinite possibilities before us, and 

the responsibility we each have to make decisions for ourselves all lead to anxiety. 

Kierkegaard calls this the “dizziness of freedom.”9 When so many options lie before 

you, how do you choose? And more importantly, how do you know if what you chose 

was the right choice? Kierkegaard believes that you must face this dread head-on and 

learn how to make decisions for yourself in order to become a true self. After all, “To 

have a self, to be a self, is the greatest concession made to man, but at the same time it is 

eternity’s demand upon him.”10 

Many try to evade this responsibility to become a self because they are fearful. 

Some simply ignore it, turning a blind-eye. Kierkegaard called these people the Mass 

                                                
7 Existentialism: Basic Writings, ed. Charles Guignon and Derek Pereboom (Indianapolis: 

Hackett Publishing, 2001), 1. 
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Men or Philistines. A Mass Man “would never do anything first and would never have 

any opinion unless he first knew that others had it…he would be more like a puppet 

character that very deceptively imitates all the human externalities.”11 The Mass Man is 

someone living in what Kierkegaard calls the finite. Instead of going through the stress 

of making a decision, the person submits to what society expects of him. “Too 

venturesome a thing to be himself, far easier and safe to be like others, to become an 

imitation, a number, a cipher in the crowd.”12 Society imposes a finite number of options 

to which the Mass Man complies. He does so out of comfort, avoiding confrontation 

with the infinite and with himself. Kierkegaard, wanted people to realize this 

mindlessness, and escape it, opening up a world of possibilities. Ultimately, Kierkegaard 

wanted people to learn how to function in society with independence and authenticity of 

self.13 

For Kierkegaard, this requires more than simply a recognition of the infinite, 

though. A person who lives in the infinite may be more aware of the possibilities, but 

they remain unable to cope with the dizziness. This is a place past mindlessness where a 

person is aware that they are facing the plethora of opportunities.14 However, living in 

the infinite possibilities of life and its purpose does not get them anywhere. Instead, they 

are stuck, considering all of the options, coping typically through shifting 

experimentation. One living in the infinite usually tries out a number of different passion 
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projects, careers, or personalities, trying on what makes them feel fulfilled in the 

moment, but never commits to anything enough to actually create.15 They are often 

paralyzed, unwilling to choose something, because to choose one thing would be to 

eliminate the possibility of another.  

Ultimately, Kierkegaard wants to help us move past these two states inaction. 

We cannot live in the finite because we must confront the responsibility to make 

decisions for ourselves. We cannot live in the paralyzing infinite because we have a 

responsibility to contribute to society, to create. Kierkegaard recognized that freedom 

did not come without its difficulties. Society and religion, while they may be seen as 

constrictive, do a great job of providing structure for making decisions. There are clear 

outlines for what is acceptable and what is not. It limits your scope. However, when 

those boundaries and guidelines are removed, how do you start making decisions? What 

makes one choice better than another? For Kierkegaard, to make your own decision is to 

live as a Single Individual.16 The way that Kierkegaard chooses to live his life is 

different than the way you should choose to live yours – that is the whole point. It is the 

same uniqueness and authenticity that Nietzsche searches for.17 However, Kierkegaard is 

                                                
15 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writing, 113-114: Nietzsche’s final stage in the 

fully realized human being is one that creates authentically. This idea of “creation” appears almost as 
frequently as “authenticity” in the works of existentialist composers. It shows how these philosophers 
wanted people to go through this enlightenment toward freedom in order to come back and contribute 
something to society. The notion of creation also becomes this idea of the pinnacle of authenticity. To 
truly create is to create from nothing, to have an idea purely from oneself. As Schoenberg puts it, “A 
creator has a vision of something which has not existed before this vision” (Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 
215). Especially in the context of this thesis, applying these concepts to the art-form of music, this concept 
of creation has an even clearer and more direct meaning.  

16 Anthony Storm, “The Single Individual,” Commentary on Kierkegaard, 
http://sorenkierkegaard.org/single-individual.html. 

17 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 111-114. 
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more focused on how to complete the evolution – how to find a system or method for 

creating authentically. Kierkegaard’s first focus is on finding a process to guide decision 

making. 

 
Relation to Music 

 
Musical composers, especially from the late 19th century to the present, have 

faced this same dizziness of freedom in their writing processes. The break from tonal 

harmony, the new opportunities of electronic music, and the overload of the market 

allowed more room for individuality and breaks from convention. Composers were 

given exposure to, and even taught, a “new” musical world of infinite possibility. The 

relationship of dependence on, versus rejection of, traditional forms and techniques 

varied from composer to composer, with an increasing number taking liberties in 

harmonic structure, instrumentation, form, and approach. With this freedom came 

experimentation in an effort to explore. The experimentation, the extremes of which are 

typically labeled “avant-garde,” led to many new compositional approaches. As a result, 

many composers began waiting to commit to one authentic form of composition. They 

coped through personal exploration, as Kierkegaard described, trying out a number of 

different passion projects or “stylistic” personalities. Many tried styles new and old 

before settling on what version felt most authentic to them. This chapter follows the path 

of the composers and relates their path to Kierkegaard’s methods of becoming the Single 

Individual. Arnold Schoenberg is the clearest representation of experimentation that 

leads to creation. 
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Arnold Schoenberg 

 Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951) played violin since the age of eight, but was not 

exposed to composition until later in life; he began mostly self-taught.18 His first major 

composition was the string sextet Verklärte Nacht in 1899. He was a romantic composer 

at heart, with his early works “mirror[ing] the influence of both these masters [Brahms 

and Wagner], to which a flavour of Liszt, Bruckner, and perhaps also Hugo Wolf was 

added.”19 Even in his early phase of composition though, Schoenberg stretched the 

limits of tonality. In his essay My Evolution, he quoted excerpts from his work Pelleas 

and Melisande (1903) with extended tonality and even sections of undetermined 

tonality. In the same essay, he wrote about Kammersymphonie (1906), where his first 

and second themes are related intervallically instead of tonally – one of the first signs of 

his shift toward 12-tone composition (Figure B). Schoenberg gradually continued the 

development away from tonality, with the key increasingly disguised in dissonances and 

chromaticism. 

 

Figure B: Schoenberg, Theme Analysis from Kammersymphonie20 
                                                

18 Arnold Schoenberg, Style and Idea: Selected Writings, trans. Leo Black (Berkeley: University 
of California, 1984), 79. 

19 Ibid, 80. 

20 Ibid, 85. 
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Schoenberg is often considered a radical composer, drastically changing the way 

people hear, perceive, and write music. However, Schoenberg himself rejected the idea. 

He denied that his music was groundbreaking in any way, instead arguing it was not 

revolutionary, but simply evolutionary – the inevitable next step. “Such superficiality 

brought about accusations of anarchy and revolution, whereas, on the contrary, this 

music was distinctly a product of evolution, and no more revolutionary than any other 

development in the history of music.”21 That evolution is seen in Schoenberg’s own 

works as the role of tonality diminishes. However, Schoenberg argues that many of his 

early “atonal” works are, in fact, not atonal. Take for example his String Quartet No. 2, 

Opus 10 (1908), often credited as the start of atonality with the elimination of the key 

signature. Though these early works do not follow the laws of Bach or Wagner, they still 

lend themselves to a particular note like a gravitational force. Schoenberg writes in 

Harmonielehre, “I maintained that the future would certainly prove that a centralizing 

power comparable to the gravitation exerted by the root is still operative in these 

pieces.”22 However, because they vary so strongly from the use of the tonal system 

techniques, many musicologists still classify pieces, or even sections, as atonal, despite 

Schoenberg’s protests.23 Even the second string quartet, which is widely accepted as 

tonal, is thought to have many sections, especially in the fourth movement, that extend 

                                                
21 Ibid, 86. 

22 Ibid, 86. 

23 Schoenberg goes into great detail on his issues with atonality classifications in his essay 
Problems of Harmony. 
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beyond tonality. Ultimately, the distinguishment between tonal and atonal remains 

controversial and indistinct, representative of Schoenberg’s natural progression into 

further atonality. As his style developed, Schoenberg drifted toward equal distribution of 

pitch classes, eventually leading to his twelve-tone procedures. 

Schoenberg eventually abandoned the tonal moorings in the early 1900s. 

However, he began to face some difficulties. While wanting to diverge from tonal 

harmonic structure, Schoenberg still strongly believed in the importance of form and 

unity in music. He believed that “the principal function of form is to advance our 

understanding. It is the organization of a piece which helps the listener to keep the idea 

in mind, to follow its development, its growth, its elaboration, its fate.”24 The form 

provided structure and an ability to understand the art. Furthermore, form did not exist 

without some degree of coherency. “In music there is no form without logic, there is no 

logic without unity.”25 And yet, with his separation from tonal music, Schoenberg lost 

an important element of unifying structure: the push toward a tonic. Harmonic 

progressions and resolutions such as moving from the dominant to the tonic could not be 

used. Or if they were used, they lacked the traditional context in which they could be 

understood. Typical melodic behavior and traditional notions of tension and release no 

longer applied. He was still left with structural elements such as motifs and phrases, yet 

did not want to implement them the same way as a tonal piece would. The only musical 

element Schoenberg remained conservative on was rhythm, never experimenting past 

what was common in the Romantic era. However, everything else was changed. “Even a 

                                                
24 Schoenberg, Style and Idea. 

25 Ibid, 244. 
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slight reminiscence of the former tonal harmony would be disturbing, because it would 

create false expectations of consequences and continuances.”26 It was a different style, a 

different language. It needed a different system. 

Additionally, without harmonic development to guide them, the compositions 

were fairly short.27 For example, the entirety of Six Little Piano Pieces, Op. 19 (1911) 

lasts only six minutes.28 Schoenberg explains that “harmony had served not only as a 

source of beauty, but, more important, as a means of distinguishing the features of the 

form.”29 It was functional and therefore could be varied and transitioned into extended 

forms. However, since the atonal techniques were so new, it “could scarcely be assured 

with the chords whose constructive values had not been explored. Hence, it seemed at 

first impossible to compose pieces of complicated organization or of great length.”30 The 

brevity frustrated Schoenberg while the freedom inspired him. 

While there is no direct relationship between Schoenberg and Kierkegaard, 

Schoenberg was facing a musical version of Kierkegaard’s existential crisis, the 

dizziness of freedom. Schoenberg was freed from tonality and convention, but was left 

with no guidance and an infinite number of options. He craved a system to give structure 

and unity to his works, but was unwilling to fall back into the confines of the finite tonal 

                                                
26 Ibid, 219. 

27 Another example is one of Schoenberg’s first atonal compositions Das Buch der Haengenden 
Gaerten (1908). It was a set of songs to Stefan George’s poetry by the same name, each lasting an average 
of just two minutes in length. Scheonberg, Style and Idea. 

28 James Boyk. “Six Little Piano Pieces, Op. 19,” on 20th Century Masters. Performance 
Recordings, 1996, Digital Recording, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZleqbjwEuA. 

29 Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 217. 

30 Ibid. 
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system. Thus, he sought to find a foundation. “Nevertheless, since I had been educated 

in the spirit of the classical schools, which provided one with the power of control over 

every step, in spite of my loosening of the shackles of obsolete aesthetics I did not cease 

to ask myself for the theoretical foundation of the freedom of my style.”31 Furthermore, 

Schoenberg not only faced a Kierkegaardian crisis, but solved the crisis in a 

Kierkegaardian way. Kierkegaard argued that we need to find our own way of creating 

structure in our lives. We need a system of decision making to guide our way through 

the sea of options to escape from the infinite. However, if the structure is imposed upon 

us, there is little room for authentic creation. We must choose for ourselves a structure 

we work within, experimenting until we find a method that works for us. This way we 

are not paralyzed by the overwhelming nature of freedom. We are free and empowered 

to make decisions that are authentically our own. Schoenberg, following the same 

intuition, began to search for a foundation that would work for his new style of 

composition and allow him to remain authentic to his compositional voice. 

Intoxicated by the enthusiasm of having freed music from the shackles of 
tonality, I had thought to find further liberty of expression. In fact, I 
myself and my pupils Anton von Webern and Alban Berg, and even Alois 
Hába believed that now music could renounce motivic features and 
remain coherent and comprehensible nevertheless. True, new ways of 
building phrases and other structural elements had been discovered, and 
their mutual relationship, connection, and combination could be balanced 
by hitherto unknown means. New characters had emerged, new moods 
and more rapid changes of expression had been created, and new types of 
beginning, continuing, contrasting, repeating, and ending had come into 
use. Forty years have since proved that the psychological basis of all these 
changes was correct. Music without a constant reference to a tonic was 
comprehensible, could produce characters and moods, could provoke 

                                                
31 Ibid, 87. 
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emotions, and was not devoid of gaiety or humor. Time for a change had 
arrived.32 
 

Schoenberg knew that a key point of atonality was that one note was not favored over 

another. There was no longer a pitch class hierarchy to guide the music or the listener. 

Because of this, the old structural norms that Schoenberg grew up around no longer held 

their constructive meaning. Therefore, he needed to devise a formal structure that would 

fit the densely chromatic language and still allow a sense of unity. Schoenberg began 

experimenting with different ways to compose with atonal music. He started by writing 

music to text or poems in works like Pierrot Lunaire (1912). The literary writings 

already had the clearly defined structure, development, and depth that Schoenberg was 

trying to create musically. He used the poems’ internal logic, simply grafting his music 

on top of it. “The differences in size and shape of its parts and the change in character 

and mood were mirrored in the shape and size of the composition, in its dynamics and 

tempo, figuration and accentuation, instrumentation and orchestration. Thus the parts 

were differentiated as clearly as they had formerly been by the tonal and structural 

functions of harmony.”33  

He had found a method of creating distinguishable form and variation without 

the use of traditional functional harmony. However, Schoenberg did not want to be tied 

to compositions based on text, so he searched for another method. He took a break in his 

published compositions between 1913 and 1920 as he developed the technique of 

twelve-tone serialism, often referred to as just serialism. 

                                                
32 Ibid, 88. 

33 Ibid, 217-218. 
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 Serialism, or as Schoenberg called it, “Method of Composing with Twelve Tones 

Which are Related Only with One Another,”34 is based on pitch class. Each pitch is 

assigned a number 0 through 11. (C = 0, C# = 1, D = 2, etc.) The composer starts with a 

tone row where all twelve pitches appear in some order. This row can then be put into a 

matrix (Figure C) where it is transposed to start on all 12 pitches, maintaining the 

intervals within the tone row. Using the matrix, the composer can also see retrograde 

(the row backwards) and inversion (the same intervals with opposite contour). The row 

acts as a motivic idea that is then developed through manipulation. The integrity of the 

intervallic relationships maintains the unity throughout the work. 

 

 
Figure C: Matrix from Ryan Laney Music, 12-Tone Matrix Generator35 

 
 

As with all systems there are rules. Each row must be completed before moving 

onto another one. No notes can be returned to until the next row begins. Multiple tone 

rows can be used concurrently, but only in separate voices. However, Schoenberg warns 

                                                
34 Ibid, 218. 

35 Ryan Laney Music, “12-Tone Matrix Generator,” 2016, 
http://ryanlaneymusic.com/software/12_tone_matrix_generator.html. 
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that this diminishes the unity of the composition.36 Part of the development comes from 

the retrograde, inversion, and retrograde inversion of the tone rows (Figure D). There are 

also techniques such as rotation and partitioning to diversify the music and allow for 

development. All methods are unified by their use and manipulation of the same set of 

intervallic relationships. 

  
Figure D: Schoenberg, Style and Idea, Example of Basic Set and Manipulations37 

 

Due to its focus on completing the twelve-tone aggregate, this compositional 

technique provided the equal distribution of pitch classes Schoenberg was looking for. 

More importantly though, it gave him a structure and sense of unity. In one of his 

lectures, he mentioned the joy he felt when some of the vocalists in the opera Von Heute 

auf Morgen (1929) said that, though the serial music was difficult, once they “had 

                                                
36 Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 219-220. 

37 Ibid, 225. 
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become familiar with the basic set, everything seemed easier.”38 For performers and 

audience alike, the unity provided room for understanding the music. Schoenberg said, 

“I believe that when Richard Wagner introduced his Leitmotiv – for the same purpose as 

that for which I introduced my Basic Set – he may have said: ‘Let there be unity.’”39 

 For Schoenberg, this was his way of dealing with the freedom of choice. He had 

a period of confusion where he was dissatisfied with his compositions. He did not have 

the structure he craved. He was facing a similar experience to the “terror” of Stravinsky. 

To combat the “inconceivable” effort, Stravinsky famously created clear parameters for 

his works. The parameters were self-imposed, not limiting the possibilities, but rather 

creating an efficient process that helped foster authenticity: 

My freedom will be so much the greater and more meaningful the more 
narrowly I limit my field of action and the more I surround myself with 
obstacles. Whatever diminishes constraint diminishes strength. The more 
constraints one imposes, the more one frees one’s self of the chains that 
shackle the spirit.”40 
 

Schoenberg’s tone row system had the same effect. When Schoenberg developed 

serialism, he developed a way to cope with the infinite. He found a way apart from 

expectation to create authentic music. 

 Many people still misunderstand Schoenberg’s compositions and the serial 

technique as a whole. They see the structure as inhibiting, restrictive. It seems 

mathematical – and understandably. The theoretical analyses of these pieces are full of 

numerical combinations, addition, and multiplication. Schoenberg had the same 

                                                
38 Ibid, 244. 

39 Ibid. 

40 Stravinsky, Poetics of Music, 63. 
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concerns when he first created the system. However, he soon found that there is still 

immense freedom and expressive depth in the serial system. He writes: “Composing 

with twelve tones is not nearly as forbidding and exclusive a method as is popularly 

believed.”41 In fact, the use of the tone row in melodic and harmonic roles echoes the 

relationship of a scale to tonal harmonic language. The techniques of retrograde and 

inversion of motifs was used throughout tonal compositions as well. He references 

Beethoven’s String Quartet No. 16, Op. 135, with the fourth movement using retrograde 

and inversion in its main themes and the development of phrasing. He continues, “It 

should be mentioned that the last century considered such a procedure cerebral, and thus 

inconsistent with the dignity of genius. The very fact that there exist classical examples 

proves the foolishness of such an opinion.”42 Ultimately, we recognize music by 

intervallic relationships, whether applied to the tonal system or the serial. A note does 

not have any significance except in its relation to other notes. 

 Additionally, when working within one set, there was still freedom and 

possibility. Schoenberg writes, “I was not yet convinced that the exclusive use of one set 

would not result in monotony…I used complicated devices to assure variety. But soon I 

discovered that my fear was unfounded; I could even base a whole opera, Moses and 

Aron, solely on one set; and I found that, on the contrary, the more familiar I became 

with this set the more easily I could draw from it…One has to follow the basic set; but, 

nevertheless, one composes as freely as before.”43 Just as the tonal system can be used to 

                                                
41 Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 92. 

42 Ibid, 223 

43 Ibid, 224. 
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produce multiple styles, themes, and characters, so can the serial system. Schoenberg’s 

Wind Quintet (1924) is a great example of using the same sequence, the same base set, 

to create different themes and characters, often at the same time and throughout all four 

movements (Figures E and F). 

 

Figure E: Schoenberg, Theme 1 from Wind Quintet44 
 

 
Figure F: Schoenberg, Variation on Wind Quintet Theme in 4th movement “Rondo” 45 

 
 

                                                
44 For a more detailed understanding of how Schoenberg arranged the tone rows in varying styles, 

read his essay “Composition with Twelve Tones.” in Schoenberg, Style and Idea. 

45 Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 227-228. 
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 Furthermore, Schoenberg never created rules that he expected composers to 

adhere to without exception. Theorists are servants to the compositions, not the other 

way around. Consequently, composers do not have any obligation to adhere perfectly to 

theorists’ expectations. Composers who stretched the rules of the tonal harmony system 

via chromaticism or non-functional harmony were thought to be innovators. As long as 

it was done to serve the musical idea and there was coherency, it did not matter if it 

followed a set of predetermined rules. The same applies to tonality. “Already I 

[Schoenberg] did not call it a ‘system’ but a ‘method,’ and considered it as a tool of 

composition, but not as a theory. And therefore I concluded my explanation with a 

sentence: ‘You use the row and compose as you had done previously.’” It is a tool to be 

used, not a restrictive system to be permanently adhered to. Creative liberties are 

allowed – and expected – in order to serve the larger purpose of the art. The error lies 

when theorists “believed their theories to be rules for composers instead of symptoms of 

the works, rules which a composer has to obey, instead of peculiarities which are 

extracted from the works.”46 The freedom from one’s own compositional process 

parallels Kierkegaard’s idea of freedom from the self. Kierkegaard believes that the 

structure in life is helpful, however true authenticity comes from giving yourself to some 

higher power. It requires a separation from your own methods and a submission to the 

will of God. You must first become free from yourself in God so that your true self can 

reemerge. 47 Schoenberg worked within the bounds of his personal, self-created 

                                                
46 Ibid, 214. 

47 Guignon and Pereboom, “Faith,” Existentialism: Basic Writings, 13-16. 
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methods, but had freedom from his own self. He was able to diverge from his self-

imposed limitations in service of his higher power: the music. 

Ultimately, Schoenberg’s serialism is a perfect example of Kierkegaard’s desired 

process. Schoenberg separated from the expectations of society, opening himself up to a 

world of opportunity. Then, he experimented to try to find a new method of composition 

in order to help him create in his own style. Schoenberg attempted multiple methods 

before finding one that felt authentic and freeing to him. He used it as a tool to guide 

creative expression instead of letting it become another limiting factor, permitting 

himself to serve the music and allowing him to express freely yet effectively within a 

secure structure. 

However, not every composer was as efficient at navigating the newfound 

freedom. Just as any other development or innovation has lasting influences – either in 

the form of further evolution or complete rejection – Schoenberg’s development of 

serialism influenced many subsequent generations of composers. The most directly 

influenced were members of the Second Viennese School, his students Alban Berg and 

Anton Webern. Others such as Olivier Messiaen and Karlheinz Stockhausen were also 

highly influenced by Schoenberg’s methods. Each of them adjusted Schoenberg’s 

techniques to fit their own preferences. Alban Berg, for example, combined serialism 

with Romantic lyricism to create a very expressive interpretation. 48  Others went the 

opposite route, developing the technique further to create integral serialism, also known 

as total serialism. 

 
                                                

48 George Perle, “Berg,” in the New Grove Second Viennese School: Schoenberg, Webern, Berg 
(New York: WW Norton, 1983), 164-172. 
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Integral Serialism’s Surrender to the Finite 
 

 Integral serialism is the application of serial techniques (ordering, inversions, 

etc.) to aspects of music beyond the pitch domain. This can include duration of notes, 

dynamics, articulations, register, and more. It is usually done by assigning numerical 

values to specific musical indications. For example, if you are serializing articulation, 

each articulation style such as legato, staccato, and marcato would receive their own 

number. These numbers would then be sequenced and used in the same was as a pitch 

class row. Milton Babbitt (1916-2011), an American composer, is often credited as the 

first composer to use integral serialism in his work Three Compositions for Piano 

(1947).49 

Though the title reads as three separate compositions, it is often thought of as 

three movements for the same work. The first movement uses the most explicit form of 

integral serialism in the dynamic structure. Babbitt assigns dynamic levels to each of the 

tone row manipulations. Prime forms are at a mezzo piano, retrogrades at mezzo forte, 

inversions at forte and retrograde inversions at piano. In a later section, Babbitt 

maintains the same dynamic relationship between the forms, but shifts it down two 

dynamic levels. Often complex serial pieces make sense structurally but are difficult to 

comprehend aurally. However, Babbitt, like Schoenberg, serves the music above the 

system. He has deviances from the system, especially apparent in the third movement, 

                                                
49 Joseph Dubiel, “Three Essays on Milton Babbitt (Part Three),” Perspectives of New Music 30, 

no. 1 (Winter 1992): 82-131, https://www.jstor.org/stable/833286. 
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that allow coherency and shape to the music, making it easier for the ear to follow. 

Babbitt had started a trend toward increased use of serialism.50 

Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992), a French composer, was also developing total 

serialism at this time, completely independent from Babbitt in the United States. In the 

second movement, Mode of Durations and Intensities, from a solo piano work Four 

Rhythm Studies (1950), Messiaen applied the concept of serialism to more than just the 

pitches or dynamic levels. He assigned eleven different articulations or touches, seven 

dynamic levels, thirty-six notes divided into three sets of twelve, and twenty-four 

durations. He used pitch class series as Schoenberg had, but applied them to all aspects 

of the music. Foundational qualities of the composition were controlled by a system 

(Figure G). 

Karl Stockhausen (1928-2007) is also often referenced in the integral serialism 

development with his work Kreuzpiel (1951). Similar to Messiaen, Stockhausen links 

pitch, duration, dynamic, and attack into a twelve-element set. He also uses a smaller 

seven-element set to control the expansion and contraction of the register.51 Pierre 

Boulez’s Structures 1A (1952) was an even further extension of this concept.52 

Messiaen, along with many of the European composers who experimented with 

total serialism, eventually moved away from it due to its rigidity and restrictive nature. 

He wrote that while “Modes de valeurs et d’intensites…was an interesting discovery…I  

                                                
50 Dubiel, “Three Essays,” 82-131. 

51 Karlheinz Stockhausen, Kreuzspiel (London: Universal Edition, 1960), 
https://www.universaledition.com/karlheinz-stockhausen-698/works/kreuzspiel-3248. 

52 Joseph Salem, “The Integrity of Boulez’s Integral Serialism: Polyphonie X and Musical Failure 
as Compositional Success,” Contemporary Music Review 36, no. 5 (2017): 337-361, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/07494467.2017.1401366. 
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Figure G: Messiaen, Quarte études de rythme, No. 2: “Mode de valeurs et d’intesités,” 

Composer Analysis53 
 

  

                                                
53 Olivier Messiaen, “Mode de valeurs et d’intensités,” in Quarte études de rythme (Paris: 

Durand, 2000). 
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was very annoyed by the absolutely inordinate importance which has been granted to 

that minor work, which is only three pages long…under the pretext that it was supposed 

to be at the origin of the serial shattering in the domain of…all the musical parameters. 

This music may have been prophetic, historically important, but musically, it is 

nothing.”54 Messiaen had a brief period of quality 12-tone works, but did not experiment 

further with total serialism. Instead, “Messiaen turned, abruptly it is believed, to quite a 

different aesthetic methodology, represented in his major keyboard work, the Catalogue 

d’oiseaux.55 He left the finite in search of a new style. 

Free will can be given away voluntarily by putting decisions into the hands of 

others. This act is Kierkegaard’s idea of submitting to the finite. However, just as no one 

represses their free will entirely, no musical composition is entirely without the will of 

the composer. There are going to be nuances that are personal contributions to the 

music. However, at its extreme, total serialism limits the number of options to an 

unparalleled point: 

In the more extreme forms of serialism, the creation of music became 
largely a ‘pre-compositional’ matter: the construction and disposition of 
abstract systems of numerical proportions worked out in advance of putting 
notes on paper. The compositional process itself – the determination of the 
notes – thus assumed an almost ‘automatic’ quality…56 
 

At its extreme, integral serialism is system that prevents any implication of choice. 

 
 
 

                                                
54 Anthanese Papadopoulos, “Mathematics and Group Theory in Music,” Cornell University 

arXiv (2014): 23. 

55 Allen Forte, “Oliver Messiaen as Serialist,” Music Analysis 21, no. 1 (March 2002): 3-34. 

56 Robert P. Morgan, “The Modern Age,” in Modern Times (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1993), 
20-21. 
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John Cage 
 

 John Cage (1912-1942), an American composer, represents the alternative: an 

extreme push toward the infinite in his evolution of experimental music, specifically in 

his development of indeterminate techniques. 

 Born in Los Angeles, Cage traveled Europe for many years before returning to 

study music. His primary teachers were Arnold Schoenberg, Adolph Weiss, and Henry 

Cowell. Since he was a student of Schoenberg, Cage’s early works used the 12-tone 

method. He soon abandoned this, however, to develop his own styles, such as prepared 

piano – a resemblance of Cowell – and other experimental methods. Cage’s primary 

influence of composition was his philosophy on music and life, which was strongly 

developed during his time traveling and studying Buddhism. Cage frequently put into 

question what could be considered music. This involved three areas: removing the need 

to place meaning to notes and sounds, the appreciation of sounds in our daily life, and 

the exploration of soundscapes in music. 57 All of Cage’s music was guided by his 

fundamental beliefs, centered on these three concepts.  

Cage wanted people to embrace the beauty of sound as a whole and to stop 

trying to organize it. After all, “a sound does not view itself as thought, as ought, as 

needing another sound for its elucidation, as etc; it has not time for any consideration—

it is occupied with the performance of its characteristics: before it has died away it must 

have made perfectly exact its frequency, its loudness, its length, its overtone structure, 

                                                
57 I do not use “Soundscapes” as defined by Michael Southworth, but more so used to describe 

the general sound environment and aural experience of the listener. 
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the precise morphology of these and of itself.”58 Sounds are not tools in a composition; 

sounds are simply themselves. Cage wants us to take the time to listen and appreciate 

these sounds and, ultimately, to “dissolve the difference between ‘art’ and ‘life.’”59 

 
Cage and the Infinite 

 
 In order to foster music that was unorganized, natural, and without some “deeper 

meaning,” Cage experimented with ways of removing his own will from the 

compositional process. Often, this involved experimenting with aleatoric music. 

Aleatoric music leaves something – either in the compositional process or in the 

performance interpretation – up to chance. While the term ‘aleatoric’ was not coined 

until the 1950s by Werner Meyer-Eppler,60 Cage had been experimenting with aleatoric 

methods to various degrees before then. 

 Oftentimes the terms aleatoric, chance, and indeterminate music are used 

interchangeably. For this paper, chance music is used to explain music that has some 

form of chance (e.g. dice rolls, flipping coins) in the compositional process. 

Indeterminate music is used to classify music where elements of the composition are left 

up to the interpretation of the performer. Common examples include graphic scores, an 

unassigned number of repeats and pitch order, or elements of improvisation. Aleatoric is 

                                                
58 John Cage, Silence: Lectures and Writings, 2nd ed. (Middletown: Wesleyan University, 2011), 

14. 

59 Cage, Silence, 53. 

60 Sebastian Jenner, “B.S. Johnson and the Aleatoric Novel,” in B.S. Johnson and Post-War 
Literature: Possibilities of the Avant-Garde, ed. Martin Ryle and Julia Jordan (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2014), 73. 
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used as a general term for music using randomness in any aspect of the musical process, 

encompassing both chance and indeterminate music. 

 Cage explored both chance and indeterminate music often. He is credited with 

“the first composition to be largely determined by random procedures,”61 with his Music 

of Changes in 1951. This was composed with I Ching, a divine Chinese text that was 

used in guiding moral decisions and gaining spiritual insight. There are sixty-four 

possible hexagrams in the I Ching. The hexagrams are compiled of six lines. Each of the 

lines has two options: broken (- -) or solid (−). For example, hexagram one consists of 

six solid lines, while hexagram thirty-four has two broken lines and four solid lines. 

Cage would assign a musical idea to each of the hexagrams. Then, he would begin with 

one of them, likely at random. After iterating the musical idea, Cage would flip a coin 

eighteen times – three times for each of the six lines. If a line was given three heads or 

three tails, it would “move” or “change.” A broken line becomes a solid line or vice 

versa. If a line was given a combination of heads and tails, it would remain stable. After 

all eighteen coin flips, a new hexagram would be created, therefore indicating a new 

musical figure. Cage used this compositional method for all four Music of Changes 

pieces. 

                                                
61 Don M. Randel, The Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music and Musicians (Cambridge: 

Harvard University, 2002), 17. 
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Figure H: I Ching Hexagram Chart62 

 

Cage’s indeterminate works leave various musical decisions to the performer 

and/or the audience. The most infamous is 4’33” (1952), a piece in which the performer 

sits in silence for four minutes and thirty-three seconds. However, it is not silence. The 

audience creates the sound with their natural reactions and movements. As a result, there 

is a unique soundscape each time in which the audience becomes more aware, and 

                                                
62 Rebecca Sau-woon, “Chance? Change? Cage and the I Ching,” Docplayer. 
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potentially more appreciative, of the “every-day” sounds around them.63 A more 

structured example is Organ2/ASLSP (As Slow as Possible) (1987). Cage wrote the 

original composition ASLSP (1985) for a piano competition. He wanted to save the 

judges from listening to the same performance by every competitor.64 While the notes 

are clearly defined, he left the length of the piece open-ended, only suggesting “As Slow 

as Possible.” In 1987, he adapted it for organ. The result: an ongoing presentation in 

Halberstadt Cathedral that is planned to continue for 639 years.65 

His indeterminate works also include pieces such as Variations I-VIII (1958-67) 

where Cage depicts images of triangles, squares, lines, and dots that are to be interpreted 

by the performer. Each Variation has instructions, often guiding interpretation of the 

image in its relationships between volume, pitch, duration, etc. Some variations are 

vaguer than others, varying the level of interpretation open to the performer. Some are 

transparent sheets with lines and dots that the performer assigns meaning to, varying in 

compilation depending on how the transparent sheets are aligned. Others are ink blots or 

shapes that have a set visualization and sometimes a guided interpretation, though they 

still leave much to interpretation. 

Other works such as Imaginary Landscapes No. 4 (1951),66 consisting of twenty-

four performers and twelve radios, combined chance and indeterminate music. Andrea 

                                                
63 Cage, Silence, 8. 

64 “First Notes for 639-year Composition,” BBC News, February 5, 2003, http://news.bbc.co.uk/ 
2/hi/entertainment/2728595.stm.  
 

65 “ASLSP,” John Cage Database of Works, accessed April 2, 2020, https://johncage.org/ 
pp/John-Cage-Work-Detail.cfm?work_ID=30. 
 

66 Maelström Percussion. John Cage: Imaginary Landscapes, Hat Hut, 2006, Digital Recording, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GeiEjJLStA.  
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Valle and Amedeo Casella go into a detailed analysis of the method of notation, the 

compositional technique, and the application to the radios. For the notation, Cage 

combined a standard method and a method purely in relation to time in his attempt to 

“obtain a score that was readably by musicians accustomed to so-called common 

practice notation.”67 The result is familiar notation in half notes and whole notes, but the 

durations are approximated, clarified by fractions above the note. Each measure covers a 

set amount of time. The fraction and placement of the note within the measure specifies 

when the action should occur within that time. Valle and Casella write, “tossed coin 

sequences select the associated I Ching hexagrams. Then, hexagrams are associated to 

parameter values.”68 These parameter values include volume, frequency, and duration of 

the radios. The result is a phasing in and out. It is snippets of recognizable sound, 

balanced with both white-noise static and silence. Cage used the same chance 

compositional technique as Music for Changes but applied it to an indeterminate 

medium of radio frequencies.69 The use of the I Ching method and the unpredictability 

of the radios make Imaginary Landscapes both chance and indeterminate. 

All of Cage’s works are attempts to make us abandon our assumptions of 

organized sound and to simply let sound be sound. Cage wrote, “The sounds enter the 

time-scape centered within themselves, unimpeded by service to any abstraction, their 

360 degrees of circumference free for an infinite play of interpretation. Value 

                                                
67 Andrea Valle and Amedeo Casella, Imaginary Landscape No. 4: Study and Annotation of the 

Score (Turin: University of Turin, 2017), 3.. 

68 Valle and Casella, Imaginary Landscape No. 4, 2. 

69 Cage, Silence, 57-60. 
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judgements are not in the nature of this work as regards either composition, 

performance, or listening. The idea of relation…being absent, anything…may happen. A 

‘mistake’ is beside the point, for once anything happens it authentically is.”70 

 The indeterminate music from Cage is the most indicative of Kierkegaard’s 

infinite. It is the complete removal of the composer’s will from the composition. Cage 

requires interpretations by the performers, leaving them with any possibility of note 

combinations, dynamic ranges, melodic ideas, or progressions. Even the length and 

instrumentation of the work are often left open-ended. Cage embraces every possibility, 

refusing to narrow the scope. This is all in an effort to keep him from extending his own 

will and organizing the sound. Additionally, more so than the chance music, the 

indeterminate music varies greatly every time it is performed. It is a new experience and 

new sound collection each time. For example, Variation I has been interpreted in 

entirely different ways with some performers producing steady tones and long silences, 

others seeming more chaotic with electronics and recorded audio. 

 Steffen Schleiermacher, a German pianist and composer, has a fairly calm 

performance.71 He utilizes the strings of the piano frequently through plucking and 

bowing. He alternates between spaced out, sharp plucks of the piano and longer effects 

that develop slowly. There is frequent use of silence, both allowing the sounds to 

resonate fully and creating a sense of space and gradual development. The entire 

performance lasts just under three minutes. 

                                                
70 Cage, Silence, 59. 

71 Steffen Schleiermacher, “Variations I,” on John Cage: Piano Works, Jazzwerkstatt, 2013, 
Digital Recording, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Wn91IllI_s. 
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Alternatively, Eberhard Blum, a German flautist and voice actor, takes an 

entirely different approach.72 His recording lasts a complete ten minutes in length, 

consisting of long stretches of silence. It starts with a low human voice before beginning 

to use many extended flute techniques including: multiphonics (1:35, 3:45, 4:20, 5:10, 

5:45), key clicks (2:10), frantic trills (3:00), false-fingering quartertone trills (4:35), 

vocalizing while playing (singing at 6:16, more buzzing at 8:00), and hissing air through 

the flute (9:40). The sections are frantic and quick. The unfamiliarity and rapid motion 

creates an unsettling feeling. Because of this, the extended silence begins to feel tense 

and eerie as opposed to the spacious and relaxing silence of Schleiermacher’s 

interpretation. While some of the differences come from the chosen instrumentation, it is 

clear that the style and impression of the interpretations go far beyond this, extending 

into dramatically different versions of the same piece. 

 There are also many multiple versions using primarily electronic sound 

production. John Cage’s own recording utilizes tape throughout.73 The majority of the 

sounds are manipulated human voice. Some are sped up to create a white noise base 

while other, clearer recordings pop out from the texture. Many seem to include static, 

indicating they were recorded from the radio. There are also scraping noises (1:20), 

excerpts from orchestras (2:30), a growling that sounds like Chewbacca from Star Wars 

(2:40), water running (5:40), and many ambient noises throughout. Unlike the others, 

Cage does not make use of silence; there is constantly something happening. However, 

                                                
72 Eberhard Blum, “Variations I,” on The New York School, hat ART, 1992, Digital Recording, 

https://open.spotify.com/album/76VDBPiti92zNR5JUacbeb. 

73 John Cage and Langham Research Center, “Variations I,” on Cage: Early Electronic and Tape 
Music, Sub Rosa, 2014, Digital Recording, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkXGwc2MYsI. 
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there are still calmer sections throughout to break apart the sound. For example, at 5:15, 

white noise creates the feeling of space through thinner texture. Cage’s interpretation 

lasts just over ten minutes. 

Lastly, German composer Gerd Zacher uses organ and human voice to create a 

vastly different approach.74 Lasting almost fifteen minutes, it is the longest of the four 

examples. Similar to Blum, Zacher creates tension throughout with a darker character. 

His performance begins with dissonance in the organ and interjections of screaming, 

hysterical laughter, and whistling. There are cluster chords throughout, creating more 

dissonance. Zacher frequently plays with the organ’s on and off switch. When keys are 

pressed and the toggle is switched to off, pressure begins to build and it creates a 

swelling noise reminiscent of the THX introduction.75 Additionally, the strange, almost 

electronic sounds come from pressing the key part way down. With only a partial 

pressing, the pipe does not allow the usual amount of air through, causing overtones, 

whisper tones, pitch variances, and other unconventional sounds. There are clear 

climaxes where the organ builds in volume and range until it reaches a peak and the 

human screams come back in. Clear periods of relaxation and thinner texture are found 

in the middle section, though not the silence of the first two interpretations. At 8:53, it 

takes a slight turn with a melodic and motivic idea. It is sharp and staccato, sticking with 

the contemporary music language, yet seems to be the most melodic part of the four 

                                                
74 Gerd Zacher, “Variations I,” WERGO, 1976, Digital Recording, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8DiCEfa7ME. 

75 THX is an American company founded by George Lucas in 1983. The “THX 
Introduction” was a deep note glissando that played before films in THX certified theatres. This is a 
link to the sound: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PomZJao7Raw. 
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interpretations. The ending is an open chord on the organ that resolves within traditional 

harmony. This sudden consonant and familiar sequence gives a sense of resolution and 

closure before a last iteration of dissonant extended effects closes the piece. 

 These four interpretations are drastically different in instrumentation, length, 

mood, and more. When listened to without context, they would appear to be completely 

different works.  And yet, they are all Variations I. The diversity becomes clear after 

looking at the score. 

The score for Variations I is six transparent squares, five having lines and one 

consisting of twenty-seven dots. Cage adds the following explanation at the beginning: 

Six squares of transparent material, one having points of 4 sizes: the 13 
very small ones are single sounds; the 7 small but larger ones are 2 sounds: 
the 3 of greater size are 3 sounds; the 4 largest 4 or more sounds. 
Pluralities are played together or as ‘constellations.’ In using pluralities, 
an equal number of the 5 other squares (having 5 lines each) are to be used 
for determinations, or equal number positions – each square having 4. The 
5 lines are: lowest frequency, simplest overtone structure, greatest 
amplitude, least duration, and earliest occurrence within a decided upon 
time. Perpendiculars from points to lines give distances to be measured or 
simply observed. Any number of performances; any kind and number of 
instruments. 

 

 
Figure I: Cage, Variations I, Sheets 1, 5, and 676 

                                                
76 John Cage, Variations I (New York: Henmar, 1960). 
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 Essentially this means the dotted page 6 represents the sounds, with the sizes of 

the dots indicating the number of iterations of the sound. The lines on pages 1-5 

represent various musical qualities such as low pitch, short duration, etc. The closer a 

dot gets to the line, the lower the pitch or the shorter the note, depending on what role 

the performer assigns each line. Additionally, Cage never specifies how the transparent 

sheets are supposed to be used. Perhaps each sheet is paired with the dotted page 

separately, perhaps all together. Then, do you read left to right? In a circle? Top to 

bottom? What instrumentation? Are the dots representative of single notes, chords, or 

melodic ideas? Not only is the score unique each time, but the interpretations, sound 

collections, timing, timbre, and dynamics vary greatly. Even if the decisions of the set-

up and representation of the score were the same, the interpretation is so open-ended that 

the possible variations remain endless. No interpretation is inherently wrong, for sound 

is just sound. 

 
Relationship Between the Finite and the Infinite 

 
 Cage lives in the infinite, leaving open every possibility. Boulez lives in the 

finite, removing all choice. While they are on opposite ends of the spectrum, their 

compositions end up seeming oddly similar. Both extremes of aleatoric and serial music 

can sound disorienting, random, jumbled, and unclear. The structure or form is either 

nonexistent or aurally difficult to find. It is hard to understand what is happening and the 

music has been described as lacking emotional connection. Philosophically, this 

similarity makes sense. They are sourced from the same dizziness of freedom. Both 

styles are composers refusing to take responsibility for the decisions in the music. 
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Musically, the similarities can also be explained. The branches of total serialism and 

aleatoric music are both rejections of the structure and limitations of the tonal tradition. 

While moving in opposite directions, they are both anti-tonal and anti-convention. This 

results in unfamiliar harmonic languages, disjunct melodies, unpredictable rhythmic 

motion, and a general sense of randomness. 

One begins to realize that the relationship between structured and unstructured is 

not a straight line spectrum, but is best realized as a circle, with the structured circling 

back around to the unstructured. 77 The finite loops back to the infinite. The completely 

systematic loops back to the aleatoric and undetermined. At the connecting point lies a 

lack of harmony. A lack of authentic decision making leaves one in chaos as the 

rejection of tonal tradition leaves musical chaos. The solution lies somewhere on the 

other side of the spectrum – somewhere in the balance of the finite and the infinite. This 

does not imply a push toward Classical music, but more so a push toward some general 

form of balanced structure. 

For Kierkegaard, this structure is a tool to be used to cope with the infinite. 

However, it cannot come from tradition or societal convention; it must come from the 

individual. The composers in the 20th century were searching for their individual voices. 

They all took different paths in the creation of their own sound, often trying out many 

different methods of composition before settling on one. However, when they found – or 

created - a compositional method that worked for them, they had found Kierkegaard’s 

method of decision making.  

                                                
77 Edward J. Taylor, “Indeterminacy,” Lecture, Music Theory IV from Baylor University, Waco, 

TX, February 8, 2018. 
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Additionally, by guiding decision making, the structure also guides action. 

Through decisive action, the individual begins to create their purpose and identity. 

Kierkegaard calls this purpose and identity ‘truth’: “What I really lack is to be clear in 

my mind what I am to do, not what I must know…What matters is to find a purpose…to 

find a truth that is true for me, to find the idea for which I am willing to live and 

die…This is what my soul thirsts for as the African desert thirsts for water.”78 This 

personal truth becomes the guiding factor in life. The personal method can allow for as 

much or as little structure as the individual desires; where a person’s life lies on the 

circle of the finite and infinite is not important. Where the music lies on the span of 

structured and unstructured is not important. What matters is the ability of the composer 

to write productively in an expressive and authentic way. 

 It should also be noted that I am not claiming Cage’s music is inauthentic. His 

works were clear and accurate manifestations of his philosophy and were true to how he 

saw music and its role in our lives. However, Cage himself spoke frequently about 

removing his will from the actual composition.79 His heavily aleatoric works were more 

spotlighting unorganized sound than they were his personal, authentic art. Therefore, it 

was the methods for Cage, not the works, that were clearly intertwined with his beliefs. 

It was the methods, more so than the works, that were authentic. The resulting music is 

not representative of Cage’s musical will or creation, nor is it intended to be. It is the 

natural, the organic, and the arbitrary – though in no way the insignificant.  

 

                                                
78 Samuel Bergman, Dialogical Philosophy from Kierkegaard to Buber (Albany: State University 

of New York, 2012), 1. 

79 Cage, Silence. 
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Kierkegaard’s Path to Purpose: The Ultimate Authenticity 
 

 At the beginning of the chapter, I mentioned that Kierkegaard’s works described 

an existential problem and a religious solution. For him, the true answer of an authentic 

life went beyond creating a method of decision making, though that was still important. 

The ultimate step is a “leap of faith” in God – though more accurately described as a 

“leap into faith.”80 Kierkegaard believed that the world was made of up objective truths 

that are established by consensus and subjective truths that are personal and created 

through experience. The purest subjective truth for him was religion. The Knight of 

Faith is one that renounces everything worldly in pursuit of this deeper subjective truth, 

having faith that he will regain everything that he renounced. The Knight of Faith 

eventually returns to society, appearing the same as before, but internally relying on the 

transcendent. This is similar to Nietzsche’s Übermensch, who must remove himself 

from society to become enlightened before returning.81 Ultimately, Kierkegaard 

acknowledged that this subjective truth, this step into faith, could be disillusionment, as 

it lacks the proof of the objective. However, it was through his faith that he believed 

ultimate peace was founded and that true authenticity was achieved. It is this faith in 

God, or trust in some being higher than oneself, this turning over of control, that 

ultimately resolves the dizziness of freedom. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
80 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 13-15. 

81 Ibid, 113-114. 
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The Transcendental for Composers 
 

 The subjective truth is found through personal experiences, making it unique to 

each individual. Many composers of the 20th century used this “step into faith” of the 

transcendental in their compositional process. However, the manifestation of this higher 

power is different for each individual. 

For Schoenberg, the higher power was often an instinctual musical tendency 

combined with a faith in the divine influence of God. It was his trust in his musical 

intuition and his extensive education that led to decisions beyond those dictated by the 

serial process. He wrote, “Whether certain of my compositions fail to be ‘pure’ because 

of the surprising appearance of some consonant harmonies – surprising even to me – I 

cannot, as I have said, decide. But I am sure that a mind trained in musical logic will not 

fail even if it is not conscious of everything it does. Thus I hope that again an act of 

grace may come to my rescue…and unveil the coherence in this apparent 

discrepancy.”82 He described works where he composed a first and second theme with 

no understanding of how the two related other than the fact that they simply sounded 

“right” with each other. “Directed only be my sense of form and the stream of ideas, I 

had not asked such questions while composing; but, as usual with me, doubts arose as 

soon as I had finished.”83 Schoenberg intuitively knew the unity was there despite his 

inability to see the concrete proof. It was not until theorists analyzed his works that he 

later discovered the intervallic connections and unity found in his themes. “It is of such a 

complicated nature that I doubt whether any composer would have cared deliberately to 

                                                
82 Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 92. 

83 Ibid, 222. 
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construct a theme in this way; but our subconscious does it involuntarily.”84 Schoenberg 

trusted his musical intuition despite the doubts, allowing him to compose music that was 

created naturally instead of filtering it through critical analysis. This experience is by no 

means limited to Schoenberg or atonal compositions. Instead, it is indicative of a larger 

picture of composers that put their trust in the subjective notion of musical intuition, 

choosing to serve the music above all else. 

Schoenberg also mirrored Kierkegaard’s faith in God with his personal beliefs. 

He used his chosen method of composition as a guide in his process. He went beyond 

this, imposing his own will to make decisions about the development, shape, style, and 

countless other intricacies of his works. However, in each, he also submitted some of the 

subjective aspects to God: “What I believe, in fact, is that if one has done his duty with 

the utmost sincerity and has worked out everything as near to perfection as he is capable 

of doing, then the Almighty presents him with a gift, with additional features of beauty 

such as he never could have produced by his talents alone.”85 Lastly, Schoenberg also 

recognized this trust in musical intuition and the transcendent power of God in other 

composers. Returning to the example of the 4th movement of Beethoven’s String 

Quartet, Op. 135, Schoenberg saw the same techniques of serialism applied centuries 

before in a tonal context. In the quartet, Beethoven used inversions, retrograde 

inversions, and retrogrades that serve to connect themes and form throughout. He wrote, 

“Whether or not his device was used consciously by Beethoven does not matter at all. 

                                                
84 Ibid, 223. 
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From my own experience I know that it can also be a subconsciously received gift from 

the Supreme Commander.”86  

 Cage, alternatively, put his faith in his personal philosophy and Buddhist 

influence. It was his travel and studying of the Buddhist culture that developed his firm 

philosophy: the removal of the will of the self and the embracing of the natural. It 

introduced him to concepts such as causality and determinism, the importance of 

experiencing as opposed to analyzing. For Kierkegaard, this is the acknowledgment of 

subjective truths over objective ones. Cage’s changed understanding of the world guided 

his philosophy and, in turn, his compositional processes, where he applied these 

concepts to sound. He began believing sounds should just exist as sounds, without 

composers, performers, and audiences constantly attaching harmonic and personal 

meaning to them. The absurd and irrational is valid, inspiring his aleatoric compositions. 

He trusted his beliefs, leaving countless aspects to chance with the understanding that 

the natural, random processes would create art on its own. 

 Olivier Messiaen, on the other hand, shared Kierkegaard’s value of faith and 

religion. Messiaen credited many aspects of his life toward influencing his work 

including synesthesia, his studies of Indian and Greek history, and his fascination of 

birds.87 However, the core of his influence and inspiration was his faith. He wrote, “The 

illumination of the theological truths of the Catholic faith is the first aspect of my work, 

the noblest and no doubt the most useful.” The direct influence is seen in many of his 

                                                
86 Ibid, 122. 

87 “Olivier Messiaen speak about ‘Saint François d’Assise,’” Video, https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=uscxcUF1i0g&t=9s. 
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works, including one of his most popular pieces Quatuor pour la fin du temps (“Quartet 

for the End of Time”) (1941). Scored for clarinet, violin, cello, and piano, the quartet 

was written while Messiaen was a prisoner in an internment camp during World War II. 

In the Preface of the score, Messiaen quoted Revelations 10: 1-2, 5-7 as his inspiration.88 

Concerning his Opera Saint-François d’Assise (1975), Messiaen talked about the 

Franciscan texts and St. Francis’ prayers that guided his work. He connected with the 

stories of St. Francis preaching to the birds given his own passion for birdwatching and 

birdcalls. Colleagues at the time often questioned the theme of the Opera because there 

was no death or drama, to which Messiaen responded: “There is the drama between 

Grace and man.”89 The majority of his other works for orchestra, choir, songs, and organ 

were centered on Christian themes. 

Messiaen wrote about the power of music in general saying, “Most of the arts are 

unsuited to the expression of religious truths. Only music, the most immaterial of all, 

comes close to it.” He continued, “The first idea I wanted to express, the most important, 

is the existence of the truths of Catholic faith.”90 Jan Christiaens, a musicologist at the 

Dutch university Katholieke Universiteit Lueven, wrote, “Messiaen’s music is 

fundamentally determined by his preoccupation with translating into music this fusion of 

the divine and the human, of the eternal and the temporal.”91 Messiaen’s transcendent 
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quality in his music is his faith. He put his trust in God, was influenced by religious 

texts, and was inspired by his faith. Beyond musical technique, Messiaen composed with 

the intent of glorifying God. 

I do not believe that every composer has this “transcendent” quality that they put 

their faith into. For, it is a personal and individual belief. However, I think it is likely 

that many are similar to Schoenberg in the sense that they may have a structure or 

method of composition that they adhere to, but there is always some abstract and 

intangible part of them that guides musical decisions. There is an element of otherness – 

humanity, spirituality, musical instinct, etc. – that guides their instincts and musical 

decisions and makes their work the authentic and personal expression that it is. 

To truly be authentic in the eyes of Kierkegaard, you must have the freedom to 

do what is contrary to the structure you work within. It is not about rebellion as with 

Nietzsche, but simply a recognition of true freedom. The structures of decision making, 

these compositional processes, are no more than tools to help cope with the dizziness of 

freedom. They are by no means law. For Kierkegaard, one must free themselves in God 

so that the true self can reemerge. For the composers, this is willingly working outside 

of the compositional parameters, whatever those may be, so that an authentic work can 

emerge. Music, as with life, oftentimes goes beyond our comprehension and control. It 

is when we accept this and give into something larger than ourselves that we become 

truly free and truly ourselves.
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CHAPTER THREE 

Defining Authenticity: 
Following Reich’s Development of Voice through Sartre’s Concept of Freedom 

 
 

Creators of any kind are strongly aware of authenticity, though few are able to 

truly describe it in a clear way. When beginning this chapter, I went around asking how 

people defined ‘authenticity.’ The result reminded me of Plato’s Republic where 

Socrates attempts to get people to define ‘justice:’ there were general definitions that 

either minimized the meaning or never really got to the point. Many described 

authenticity as ‘being genuine,’ ‘staying true to oneself,’ ‘honoring the self,’ or simply: 

‘truth.’ But what does that actually look like? Who determines what is authentic? How 

can one achieve it? 

 While authenticity can be difficult to define, and at many times difficult to 

identify, it is nonetheless an important topic in the human condition. The struggle to 

define it, achieve it, and recognize it is part of what makes it valuable. The inability to 

put authenticity into concrete terms does not make it any less important to discuss. In 

fact, I believe it becomes all the more important. 

 There have been countless discussions and writings about authenticity in all 

walks of life. In Existentialist philosophy, it is a central topic for many of the writings. 

All of the primary existentialists explore discovering the Self and how to live for the 

Self. They center on living authentically. The previous two chapters touched on the 

views of authenticity of Nietzsche and Kierkegaard. For Nietzsche, authenticity is true 

creation requiring a rebellion from tradition and a discovery of the independent self. For 

Kierkegaard, it is a strongly subjective notion, but an ongoing action, a constant effort of 
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embracing the self and expressing it in relation to the world around you. The ultimate 

authenticity for Kierkegaard, though, was to live in faith. This chapter will focus on 

Jean-Paul Sartre’s definition of authenticity and how it is exemplified in composer Steve 

Reich. Then, I will discuss how it is the individual’s responsibility to define authenticity 

for themselves. Ultimately, I hope the overlap of Reich and Sartre will show one 

interpretation of authenticity, one option of a path, and gives a clearer picture on how to 

‘stay true to oneself.’ 

 
Jean-Paul Sartre 

 
Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980) was a French philosopher and the first self-

declared existentialist. Born in Paris, Sartre graduated from École normale supérieure, a 

prestigious graduate institution in France, in 1929. This same year he met life-long 

friend and fellow philosopher Simone de Beauvoir. He then continued on to study at the 

French Institute in Berlin from 1933-1934. During this time, he was heavily influenced 

by Edmund Husserl and Martin Heidegger. Sartre taught philosophy for many years 

while he wrote both fiction – with novels such as Nausea (1938) – and philosophical 

texts – such as Being and Nothingness (1943). He was a German prisoner during World 

War II, after which he became a prominent political activist. When he died, it was said 

that “France has lost its conscience.” Sartre played a political role and is often known for 
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his ethical arguments; however, this chapter will be focusing on Sartre’s ontological and 

psychological beliefs.1, 2  

 Sartre outlines the fundamentals of existentialist philosophy in his book 

Existentialism as a Humanism (1946), centering it around the coinage: “Existence 

precedes Essence.”3 According to Sartre, we are not predestined for a specific future, nor 

do we have set qualities that define who we are. Especially after Nietzsche’s “God is 

Dead” is fully realized, the concept of a moral code and predestined plan are 

incompatible with human existence. There will always be factors beyond our control, 

whether our genetics, our home environment, or something else. Sartre calls these truths 

about ourselves our facticity, or our en soi. Whether it is the qualities we are born with 

or the person that we are in the present moment, they are unchangeable truths that can be 

seen only looking back. Who we are, though, is not dependent on our en soi, but rather 

what we choose to do beyond it. “Even though our condition is characterized by 

facticity, we can never gain access to that facticity as it is in itself, but only as it shows 

up in a specific way as a result of the choices we make.”4 We are always evolving, or 

transcending, beyond that facticity or definition. We control the process forward. “Once 

we exist…it is up to each one of us to create an essence for ourselves through our 

                                                
1 Existentialism: Basic Writings, ed. Charles Guignon and Derek Pereboom (Indianapolis: 

Hackett Publishing, 2001), 255. 

2 Thomas Flynn, “Jean-Paul Sartre,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2013 
Edition), ed. Edward N. Zalta, https://plato.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/encyclopedia/archinfo.cgi?entry=sartre. 

3 Jean-Paul Sartre, Existentialism and Human Emotion, trans. Bernard Frechtman and Hazel E. 
Barnes (New York: Kensington, 1987). 

4 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 268. 
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actions.”5 It is not what you were born with but how you choose to live your life that 

defines who you are. “Sartre’s point, then, is that I always have the ability to rise above 

my condition and transform through my actions.”6 

With this realization comes two concepts: responsibility and freedom. For Sartre, 

“Existentialism’s first move is to make every man aware of what he is and to make the 

full responsibility of his existences rest on him.”7 Since it is not our innate qualities but 

our decisions and actions that define us, who we are becomes our responsibility. We are 

forced to take ownership of our identity and of the path we choose to get there. This can 

be daunting, even troubling or embarrassing. However, this realization is what allows a 

person to take back control of their life. It can be an empowering responsibility as well. 

 And with that responsibility comes freedom. “The most central concept in 

Sartre’s account for human beings is freedom.”8 With the realization of no 

predetermined essence and the acknowledgment that our choices are our responsibility, 

suddenly we are opened up to every possibility. Just because you have a physical 

characteristic does not mean you are defined by a corresponding stereotype. Nor is there 

ever “no choice” due to familial obligations, religious moralities, or societal 

expectations. While these structures can have meaning and are not inherently wrong, 

they are also chosen. You can choose to go against them. Similarly, if you have a history 

of making certain choices, you are not bound to repeat that pattern. 

                                                
5 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 257. 

6 Ibid, 257. 

7 Ibid, 258. 

8 Ibid, 265. 
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The realization of freedom brings the difficulty of deciding who we want to be 

and who we are willing to be. Sartre calls this anguish. However, this freedom is also 

freeing. We are no longer bound to a way of life. Our limitations are only those placed 

upon ourselves. By embracing freedom, we give ourselves the opportunity to transcend 

our facticity, our pre-determined factors, and create whomever we wish to become. It is 

this freedom that gives us our ability to live authentically and to discover what that 

authenticity looks like. 

 
Steve Reich 

 
Steve Reich (b. 1936) is an American composer from New York. He majored in 

philosophy at Cornell University before starting his studies in composition with Hall 

Overton for two years. Following that, he studied at the Julliard School of Music under 

William Bergsma and Vincent Persichetti before getting his masters from Mills College 

under Darius Milhaud and Luciano Berio. Reich’s early independent compositions were 

rooted in tape music, specifically experiments with phasing. He was further influenced 

by his studies of various musical traditions. In 1970, Reich traveled to Ghana to study 

African drumming. From 1973-74, Reich continued his studies of non-Western music 

with Balinese Gamelan in Seattle and Berkeley, California. Reich is known for his 

rhythmic energy and minimalist influences, which are just two factors in Reich’s notable 

and unique musical style – an ever-evolving culmination of his musical backgrounds and 

personal experiences.9 

 
 
 

                                                
9 “Biography,” SteveReich.com, accessed March 20, 2020. https://www.stevereich.com/bio.html. 
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Reich’s Early Influences 
 

 Reich had always taken an interest in music. His mother June Sillman, famously 

known as June Carroll, was involved in Broadway as a lyricist and singer. Reich began 

taking piano lessons from a young age, though his musical exposure did not include 

“anything from before Haydn or after Wagner.”10 At age fourteen, a friend of Reich’s 

showed him some new music. For the first time, Reich heard Stravinsky’s Rite of 

Spring, Bach’s 5th Brandenburg Concerto, and be-bop with Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, 

and drummer Kenny Clarke. Reich said, “My jaw was on the floor. I had never heard 

anything like it before.” He had been drawn to the rhythmic energy of the works.11 After 

the last excursion, Reich said, “I’m gonna be Kenny Clarke.” Reich began studying 

drums with Roland Koloff and started a band. Later in an interview, Reich was asked if 

this was when he fell in love with rhythm, to which he responded, “Well, I think I have a 

gene. You know…someone somewhere can probably, when we get around to doing 

those analyses, figure out what it is. But that’s when I consciously realized and began 

studying it and began making it a conscious part of my life.”12 Reich’s musical 

discoveries and early percussion studies marked a defining element in Reich’s musical 

development. They became fundamental to his compositional style and his 

understanding of music as a whole. Reich’s experience at age fourteen created a 

                                                
10 q on cbc, “Steve Reich reflects on his most significant works,” April 14, 2016, video, 36:47, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yg7kKJsFpvc. 
 
11 Anastasia Tsioulcas, “Steve Reich at 80: The Phases of a Lifetime in Music,” National Public 

Radio, October 9, 2016, https://www.npr.org/sections/deceptivecadence/2016/10/09/496552301/steve-
reich-at-80-the-phases-of-a-lifetime-in-music. 

 
12 q on cbc, “Steve Reich reflects.” 
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facticity, a fundamental truth in Reich’s identity that stayed with him for the remainder 

of his musical career.  

In his compositional studies, Reich worked with twelve-tone composition, as was 

conventional at the time. However, he was more intrigued by the arrhythmic quality than 

the organizing of pitches. Reich’s first independent work was the soundtrack for a short 

Robert Nelson film Plastic Haircut in 1963. From the beginning, he was experimenting 

with voice recordings and manipulating tape. His second soundtrack Oh Dem 

Watermelons (1965) was a short film based on the eponymous minstrel song.13 While 

the film is usually only discussed for its sardonic criticisms of racism, it also represents 

early, defining features of Reich’s compositional voice.14 The film itself had collage 

images of watermelons being crushed, being chased, chasing people, being used as a 

baseball, and many more. Reich started off with an iteration of the minstrel song before 

manipulating it. He deconstructed the melody, leaving just the piano and the word 

“watermelon” being repeated for thirty seconds before layering in another voice that 

simply provides harmony. Almost thirty seconds later, layering and counterpoint began 

to slowly build, all on “watermelon” or the more lyrical “oh dat watermelon.” After the 

piece reached a climax at 7:25, Reich began removing each of the layers, slowly 

returning to the single “watermelon” on repeat. Then, the minstrel song returned one last 

time at 9:12 to close the film.15 

                                                
13 subversiv, “Robert Nelson – Oh Dem Watermelons (1965).avi,” November 28, 2010, video, 

10:45, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVTmsvTnuIg&t=6s. 
 
14 Sumanth Gopinath, “Reich in Blackface: Oh Dem Watermelons and Radial Minstrelsy in the 

1960s,” Journal of the Society for American Music 2, vol. 5 (Cambridge, 2011), 139-193. https://doi.org/ 
10.1017/S1752196311000022. 

15  subversiv, “Robert Nelson,” video. 
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 Reich used key elements in Oh Dem Watermelons that he kept with him through 

over 50 years of composition. He used segments of human speech to create layering, 

counterpoint, and rhythmic interest. He also kept a static harmonic structure with a 

constant pulsing in the piano. Lastly, Reich introduced changes gradually so the 

audience had time to notice them and settle into the new sound before it developed 

further. 

 The next year, Reich composed his infamous It’s Gonna Rain (1965), followed 

by Come Out in 1966. Both dealt with political-social crises and were created with 

phasing tape loops and segments of voice recordings. It’s Gonna Rain took segments of 

an African American Pentecostal preacher Brother Walter talking about the story of 

Noah’s ark as the end of the world. For Reich, this represented the anxious feelings that 

still lingered after the Cuban Missile crisis in 1962.16 Come Out was a commentary on 

the Harlem Six incident where six African American men in New York were falsely 

accused of the murder, attempted murder, and attempted robbery of a Caucasian couple. 

They were sentenced to life in prison, but five were later released after a retrial. The 

piece took a single excerpt from a statement of Daniel Hamm, one of the Harlem Six. 

Hamm explained in an interview how he was brutally injured by the police officers, 

saying, “I had to open the bruise and let some of the bruise blood come out to show 

them” how badly he had been injured. Reich takes Hamm’s phrase “come out to show 

them,” starting it with two tape loops that begin to phase, then increasing it to four, then 

                                                
16 q on cbc, “Steve Reich reflects.” 
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eight. The overlap and repetition removed the focus from the meaning of the words to 

the rhythmic complexity and melodic nature of the speech.17 

 Reich used the recordings of human voice to represent and comment on 

important historical moments throughout his career. One significant later work was WTC 

9/11 (2011) for string quartet that memorialized 9/11. Reich took recordings from the air 

traffic controllers, the New York City fire fighters, and his neighbors who lived in the 

area at the time. Additionally, Reich recorded an interview with Jewish women who sat 

praying over body parts found in the rubble until their burial. Similar to his early works, 

Reich clipped together sections of the recordings. This time, however, he focused on 

making the words prominent and clear instead of isolating the rhythmic patterns in the 

speech. He wanted the story of WTC 9/11 to be told by the people involved. Reich then 

had the quartet double the vocal lines in contour and rhythm, using the speech as the 

melody once again.18 

Reich had a personal connection to each of these works. He lived four blocks 

from the World Trade Centers. He was out of town during 9/11, but his children were at 

the New York house, calling him as it happened. He interviewed his own neighbors for 

their stories. Reich was living in New York during the Harlem Six trials. It’s Gonna 

Rain was fueled by his own personal feelings about the Cuban Missile crisis. Another 

one of his tape pieces, Different Trains (1988), was inspired by both his Jewish heritage 

                                                
17 Ibid. 

18 Ibid. 
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and the cross-country train rides he took twice a year as a child.19 These pieces meant 

something to him. 

In all of Reich’s works with tape phasing, there is a clear influence from the 

rhythmic facticity that had been established when he was fourteen and in his earliest 

years of composition. Elements of his innate interests of rhythmic motion, speech 

melodies, and gradual change; his formal training in percussion and composition; and 

his own personal experiences all combined together to create the series of impactful 

music that developed as Reich grew as a composer and person. These elements were 

manifestations of Reich’s musical facticity. 

 
Extending Beyond Facticity 

 
After completing the early tape phasing in It’s Gonna Rain and Come Out, Reich 

became conflicted: 

Nineteen sixty-six was a very depressing year. I began to feel like a mad 
scientist trapped in a lab: I had discovered the phasing process of Come Out 
and didn’t want to turn my back on it, yet I didn’t know how to do it live, 
and I was aching to do something instrumental.20 
 

Despite wanting to write phasing for instruments, Reich felt limited to technology for his 

phasing techniques. He felt it was not possible to extend the technique to live 

instrumental performance, in turn restricting his own compositional style. The 

frustration that Reich was feeling was Sartrean anguish. There was a divide between 

what Reich wanted to create and what he was ‘allowed’ to create. Instead of coming 

                                                
19 Ibid. 

20 K. Robert Schwarz, “Music as a Gradual Process: Part I,” Perspectives of New Music I19, no. 
½ (Autumn 1980 – Summer 1981), 386. 
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from external, societal expectations, though, Reich’s anguish came from his personal 

limitations. For Sartre, this is self-deception, in which “the subject is conscious that [he] 

is free and at the same time denies it to [himself].”21 Reich did not feel able to explore 

the realm of instrumental phasing. By refusing to even explore the possibility, he was 

limiting his freedom. 

 Eventually, Reich decided to look past his perceived limitations and explored 

instrumental phasing. He began to try phasing on the piano using a recording to keep the 

constant tempo. Reich then began a gradual accelerando until he had pulled a sixteenth 

note ahead. He says, “I found to my surprise, that while I lacked the perfection of the 

machine, I could give a fair approximation of it [the phasing process] while enjoying a 

new and extremely satisfying way of playing…”22 The ability of phasing with a live 

performer and recording was the bridge Reich needed to develop phasing for live 

instrumentalists. He wrote his first live phase composition Piano Phase in 1967. Both 

performers repeated a motif, one stagnant while the other gradually pulled ahead. This 

continued until the second player had cycled through and created a unison repetition 

again, just as he had done previously with It’s Gonna Rain. Reich repeated this 

technique with Violin Phase in 1967. Then, in 1972, he formed a new phasing technique 

with Clapping Music. Instead of one part gradually pulling ahead, Clapping Music uses 

rhythmic rotation to recreating the phasing effect. Piano Phase had a transition period 

until the parts locked in at the next sixteenth note. In Clapping Music, it was like notches 

                                                
21 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 269. 

22 Steve Reich, Writings on Music, ed. Paul Hillier (New York: Oxford, 2002), 51. 
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on a gear. The two parts would be lined up, then it would suddenly shift to being an 

eighth note off. 

What Reich began to notice was that not only was live phasing possible, but it 

added something new to the music. It was a human tendency to phase ahead a sixteenth 

note, then lock into this pattern for a while before phasing ahead again. By settling into 

the displacement, the performers naturally emphasize the new rhythmic patterns created 

by the phasing. Reich began “to make conscious use of the entirely unexpected 

‘resulting patterns’ that arise out of the phasing procedure,”23 incorporating the natural 

repeats into the notation of Violin Phase. Reich continued to work with instruments, 

experimenting with the application of phasing and rhythmic pulse to the new timbres 

and live musicians. Finally, in 1976, Reich premiered Music for 18 Musicians.  

 
Music for 18 Musicians 

 
While Reich’s past works were primarily created through a rhythmic pattern, 

Music for 18 originated harmonically. Reich “sat down at the piano and worked out a 

series of chords, the way composers would, jazz musicians might, Paul McCartney 

might. And it really worked in that piece, and that was encouraging to continue starting 

with a harmonic superstructure. Very basic, very basic, just taking up maybe half a page 

of the notebook.”24 Reich then took the basic, “half a page” idea and expanded it into an 

hour’s worth of music. 

                                                
23 Schwarz, “Music as a Gradual Process.” 
 
24 Emma Warren and Steve Reich, “Steve Reich,” Redbullmusicacademy.com, 2010, 

https://www.redbullmusicacademy.com/lectures/steve-reich-the-music-maker. 
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The work itself is written for “violin, cello, two clarinets doubling bass clarinet, 

four women’s voices, four pianos, three marimbas, two xylophones, and 

metallophone.”25 It is a full, relatively large ensemble. The rhythmic energy is based in 

two concepts: pulse and breath. The piano and mallet instruments create a steady eighth 

note pulse that carries throughout the entire work. Meanwhile, the wind instruments and 

voices create pulses through their natural breath. Reich writes, “This combination of one 

breath faster than another gradually washing up like waves against the constant rhythm 

of the pianos and mallet instruments is something I have not heard before.”26 

Structurally, it is built from the series of eleven chords that Reich wrote at the 

very beginning. These chords are pulsed, stretched out, and developed, with various 

melodic ideas introduced throughout the piece. “One of the basic means of change or 

development in many sections of this piece is to be found in the rhythmic relationship of 

harmony and melody. Specifically, a melodic pattern may be repeated over and over 

again, but by introducing a two- or four-chord cadence underneath it, first beginning on 

one beat of the pattern, and then beginning on a different beat, a sense of changing 

accent in the melody will be heard…Its effect, by change of accent, is to vary that which 

is in fact unchanging.”27 

This piece is a declaration of freedom for Reich, who was no longer bound by 

the perceived limitations of electronic phase music. Music for 18 was one of the first 

pieces to apply the sound of Reich’s phasing music to a truly instrumental piece. Reich 

                                                
25 Reich, Writings on Music, 87. 
 
26 Reich, Writings on Music, 87. 
 
27 Ibid, 89-90. 
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explains, there is no actual phasing in the music. Instead, he applies a tool he gained 

from his phasing works: “the idea of pairing instruments against one another to produce 

canonic sub-patterns.” The resultant musical effect is inspired from phasing, but no 

longer makes up the entirety of the work. In Music for 18, it remains “part rather than all 

of the piece.” 28 Reich is able to expand from the phasing compositional technique that 

had defined his earlier pieces, and create something more from it. This created the 

freedom that Reich had been craving when moving from tape music to live 

instrumentation. Suddenly, a world had opened up to him. He could incorporate many 

more musical styles and influences into his works to create a new sound that was an 

even larger culmination of his musical experiences. Ultimately, Reich was no longer 

restricted by his own limitations. Music for 18 marked a turning point in his sound and 

style because of this freedom.29 

 
Self-Definition 

 
The compositional freedom was also partially due to Reich’s unwillingness to be 

restricted by a defining musical label. While Music for 18 was strongly rooted in a 

minimalist style, Reich had influences from his diverse musical background that began 

to appear in his music within this instrumental medium. As a result, despite being from a 

composer deeply rooted in the classical world, Music for 18 was produced by a jazz 

label. Reich explained the natural connection of minimalism and jazz: 

A lot of what I had done might not have happened…if it hadn’t been for 
pieces like Africa Brass where John Coltrane and Eric Dolphy are playing 

                                                
28 Rebecca Y. Kim and Steve Reich, “From New York to Vermont: Conversation with Steve 

Reich,” SteveReich.com, October 25, 2000, https://www.stevereich.com/articles/NY-VT.html. 
  

29 Schwarz, “Music as a Gradual Process.” 
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on the low E of Jimmy Garrison’s bass for 16, 17 minutes. You say, ‘Hey 
man, what’s the changes for Africa Brass?’ ‘E.’ ‘E? For 16, 17 
minutes?’30 
 

Africa Brass worked because it maintained melodic variety. Coltrane mixed beautiful 

lines with screaming sections. Dolphy’s orchestrations of elephant roars and 

contrapuntal interjections added interesting timbres and rhythmic complexities. Reich 

explained what every minimalist lover already knows: “If you have rhythmic 

complexity, timbral variety, melodic inventions, you can stay in E for 16 minutes and be 

absolutely glued and riveted.”31 

Beyond jazz, Music for 18’s recording also became widely received by 

electronica, non-Western, and other audiences. In an interview with the media-outlet q, 

Reich was asked why he thought Music for 18 was so widely received across music 

disciplines. Reich responded that he believed there were influences from jazz and other 

styles deeply rooted in his musical vocabulary. The other genres simply picked up on 

that.32 The influence of multiple styles came out of Reich’s unwillingness to be assigned 

a specific style of composition – most often the label of ‘minimalist.’ 

Music for 18 has a basis in minimalism with its slow development and limited 

parameters of the eleven chord sequence. However, Reich’s influences went far beyond 

that. Music for 18 was a complete blending of styles. Reich embraced the consistent 

rhythmic pulse from his early rhythmic influences and his percussion studies. The 

changes over a constant base were also reminiscent of the jazz influence, along with the 

                                                
30 Warren, “Steve Reich.” 

 
31 q on cbc, “Steve Reich reflects.” 
 
32 Ibid. 
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melodic roles and rhythmic complexities such as syncopation and layering. The 

evolution of the piece itself was untimed and natural, calling in his influences of non-

Western studies. The metallophone cued the changes into various sections, “much as in 

a Balinese Gamelan a drummer will audibly call for changes of pattern, or as the master 

drummer will call for changes of pattern in West African music.”33 Reich also applied 

the concept of Balinese and African oral tradition to the compositional process of the 

work. He wrote it organically, with discussion between members, relying more on oral 

tradition than notation. The work also called back, away from modernism and into 

Western tradition with its use of harmonic variation and orchestral color. Reich showed 

this same blend of styles in many of his compositions. While his works undeniably 

contain minimalist techniques, they also expand far beyond them and to varying degrees. 

Reich’s rejection, therefore, was likely not of a specific label like ‘minimalism,’ but of 

the concept of labelling itself and the restrictions and implications that the labelling 

creates. 

Reich’s personal view on freedom of compositional style is clearly seen in his 

advice to younger composers. When addressing the labeling of composers into certain 

styles, Reich says, “It’s your [the composer’s] job to write the next piece. It’s your job to 

not know what’s happening. It’s your job to not put yourself in a box and say, ‘I’m a 

minimalist.’ It’s boring, it’s stupid, it’s self-destructive. You should worry about what 

the next piece is going to sound like and do the very best you can, then onto the next 

thing. It’s someone else’s job to do that.”34 Continuing the advice to composers, he says, 

                                                
33 Reich, Writings on Music, 90. 
 
34 Warren, “Steve Reich.” 
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“I think all music comes from a time and place…The composers we know and love I 

think give honest expression to that. Not by trying to write the great American piece. 

Forget that. You just are who you are.”35 

This refusal of limitation from labelling mirrors Sartre’s concept of self-

definition. To explain, Sartre used the example of a waiter. A waiter may be a waiter, 

but not in the sense that “this inkwell is an inkwell, or the glass is a glass…The waiter is 

someone whose choices for future possibilities are open to him; he is not a thing that is 

restricted to certain functions, the way an inkwell is.”36 Sartre and Reich both believed 

labeling limits the evolution of the individual and skews one’s perception of freedom. In 

this spirit, Reich refused to be defined in the minimalist trends of his past compositions 

or the style labels placed upon him. He rejected the minimalist classification that many 

assigned to him. He rejected limiting himself. Furthermore, Sartre and Reich both 

believed in the power of freedom and self-definement. You are who you are, yes. There 

are truths about personal preference that a composer must stick to. However, the 

composer must also know that they have the freedom to write as they want to write, as 

they want to become. Then, they must choose to follow that freedom and act upon it in 

order to create something out of it. You are who you are, yes. But you are also who you 

create. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
35 Ibid. 
 
36 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, 269. 
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Reich’s Organic Process: Transcending in Line with Facticity 
 

 Reich’s creation was about more than simply blending styles, though. While the 

blended sound was the end result, the natural way with which Reich achieved the blend 

is arguably more important. For Reich, this involved freedom and organicism. Freedom 

came from his approach to composition. It was his ability to look past any limitations 

placed upon him. This includes the ‘minimalism’ label and his personal doubts, and 

extends to other aspects such as cultural expectations. Reich felt free to compose as he 

desired, only remaining accountable to his own musical intuition. The organicism lies in 

Reich’s compositional process. Because he was unlimited by typical bounds, Reich was 

motivated to let the music produce itself. He wrote what came naturally, allowing his 

musical influences to blend together on their own. It was not a forcing or conscious 

decision, but a natural process where his own musical intuition and inspiration guided 

the creation. As a result, he created a new sound. The organic and personal 

compositional process is essential to Reich’s compositional philosophy.  

 The organicism manifests itself in many ways. In his early works, it was guided 

by experimentation with tape records. It started in experimental discoveries and his 

motivation to write what he found interesting or meaningful.37 Music for 18 was an even 

greater confluence of his past experiences. Reich was inspired by his personal 

percussion studies, minimalism, phasing, jazz, African drumming, Balinese Gamelan, 

and Western tradition. However, he did not incorporate any of these elements directly as 

one might expect. Reich did not copy and paste parts of African drumming sequences, 

nor did he use Balinese Gamelans in the work: 
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 “I had no desire to replicate it, that was the last thing on my mind…It 
became clear to me that I’m not African. I’m not gonna pursue African 
music…If someone gave me a gamelan I’d say, ‘Thank you very much,’ 
and give it to the trophy museum in Holland or wherever. I’d feel 
burdened by it. It’s the weight of a culture that’s not mine.”38 
 

Similarly, he did not quote jazz licks, use traditional harmonic sequences, or write with 

traditional instrumentation or orchestration. He did not outright phase instruments to 

achieve the canonical sub-patterns, nor did he stick with the minimalist feature of one 

grounding melodic figure. Instead, Reich simply wrote. He wrote and allowed these 

influences, these musical experiences, to come out naturally. 

 As mentioned before, the organic process represents Reich’s attainment of 

freedom through composition. More importantly, though, it represents a balance 

between Sartre’s pour soi and en soi – acting for the self and in the self, respectively. 

For Sartre, we are in a way limited to our en soi. We have a facticity that defines who 

we are in a given moment, made up by our previous experiences. From this self, we can 

choose to act in any way that we desire. When we act upon this freedom in order to 

define a future self, we are acting for ourselves, or pour soi. 

 For Music for 18, Reich could have felt confined by minimalist labels or cultural 

expectations. He could have felt pressured to copy African drumming in exactitude or 

incorporate phasing exactly as he had done in Piano Phase. However, he not. Instead, 

Reich accepted freedom. From there, he allowed the compositional process to come 

naturally. In Music for 18, he did not have any direct intent, but instead let his musical 

style guide him. He began with the harmonic progression and simply wrote what felt 

right to him. This is Reich’s en soi. He is rooted in his facticity, in his past musical 
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experiences that were defined up until that point. He organically let the musical facticity 

appear in his work. Then, Reich created something new with it, the pour soi. He 

transcended simply being impacted by these influences to create something unique out 

of them. Reich acted upon his facticity to develop a musical sound that defined as an 

individual. Reich’s organicism is his transcendence in line with his facticity. Perhaps the 

greatest example of this transcendence, though, lies in Tehillim (1981).  

 
Tehillim 

 
Part of Reich’s shift in compositional style was his non-Western studies of 

African and Balinese music. His experiences in these years directly influenced his 

perception of rhythmic structure and form, most obviously noticed in Reich’s Drumming 

(1971).39 Another, less direct takeaway was Reich’s interest in oral tradition, which 

eventually led to his composition Tehillim. 

Reich began to think, “Don’t I have any kind of oral tradition in my life? And I 

began to realize that as a Jew, I am member of one of the, perhaps the oldest, existing 

groups that’s maintained its existence for going on 4,000 years, and I don’t know 

anything about it.”40 Though ethnically Jewish, Reich was raised a Reform Jew and 

knew little about Jewish traditions. He laughs in an interview saying, “I didn’t know 

Aleph, I didn’t know Bet,”41 those being the first two letters of the Hebrew alphabet. 

                                                
39 Reich, Writings on Music, 67. 

 
40 q on cbc, “Steve Reich reflects.” 

 
41 Ibid. 
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Instead of researching only the Jewish musical tradition (as many composers 

were doing with Indian music at the time), Reich began studying the Jewish culture 

itself. “From 1976 to 1977 he studied the traditional forms of cantillation (chanting) of 

the Hebrew scriptures in New York and Jerusalem.”42 “I [Reich] began getting some 

Jewish education, meaning the language and some of the practices, dietary rules, the 

Sabbath, other things.” He became familiar with Judaism as a whole first. Then, he says, 

“As study leads to practice, I thought, well, I want to bring this into my music.” 43 Reich 

began to put a Hebrew psalm to music. 

With Tehillim, Reich once again transcended in line with his facticity, just as he 

had done with Music for 18. He wrote organically, being guided by his musical intuition 

and past experiences, adapting them to his own style to create something new. However, 

while Music for 18 is undeniably rooted in minimalist tradition, Tehillim is entirely 

Reich’s own.  

First and foremost, this is due to Reich’s personal desire for absolute freedom. 

Typically, when writing to sacred text, there is a religious and cultural pressure to adhere 

to musical tradition. In order to “honor” the text, the composer is expected to replicate or 

mimic sounds from the past. Reich did not want to be confined by the pressures; he did 

not want to be limited to Jewish tradition. He writes, “One of the reasons I chose to set 

Psalms as opposed to parts of the Torah or Prophets is that the oral tradition among Jews 

in the West for singing Psalms has been lost…This meant I was free to compose the 

                                                
42 “Biography,” SteveReich.com. 
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melodies for Tehillim without a living oral tradition to either imitate or ignore.”44 Reich 

did not just separate himself from oral tradition, but from all known Jewish styles as 

well. He admits the tambourines resemble the Jewish tof drum and the rattles and 

pitched cymbals were commonly used in the Middle East. But then, Reich says, 

“Beyond this, there is no musicological content to Tehillim. No Jewish themes were 

used for any of the melodic material.”45 From the beginning, he chose a basis that gave 

him freedom. 

After Reich had given himself permission to compose freely, he began writing, 

focusing on the nature of the Hebrew text. What resulted was not a Jewish melody, but 

instead one unique to Reich that still served the text. He says: 

I’d say the words over and over again…and a melody popped into my 
head. Same time as the melody popped into my head, this popped into my 
head: 1 2 1 2 3, 1 2 1 2 3. I thought, “What’s that?” What that was, was 
unconscious memories of Stravinsky and Bartok and their changing 
meters in the Rite of Spring and Bulgarian rhythms that I had heard years 
and years and years ago that just popped up. And I thought to myself 
maybe somehow classical Hebrew calls that out. I thought by the second 
movement it might go away, but it didn’t. It just stayed there for the whole 
piece.46 
 

Instead of Klezmer practices or Jewish sacred tradition, Reich’s music was primarily 

influenced by Bartok and Stravinsky. 

 Despite Reich’s unwillingness to follow expectation, Tehillim was not a rejection 

of Jewish tradition in any way; the whole project had been Reich’s embracement of his 

heritage. He still honors the Jewish text and meaning. He writes, “I have tried to be as 

                                                
44 Reich, Writings on Music, 101. 
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faithful to the Hebrew text as possible,”47 then cites many examples of word-painting to 

illustrate depth of understanding of the sacred text and the care that he took in 

composing for it. Reich had taken the time to understand the meaning of the text and its 

cultural implications. 

 Reich’s choice of the psalm created space for freedom in composition. Reich 

extended that freedom, allowing himself to be inspired by the natural tendencies of the 

Hebrew language. The honoring of the Hebrew text and Reich’s in-depth understanding 

of his personal heritage resemble a large part of his facticity. Through both his familial 

history and his intentional study, Reich’s Jewish heritage had become part of his 

identity. Additionally, he drew back on his musical experiences, being influenced by the 

rhythmic nature and complex harmonies of Stravinsky and Bartok. Through both his 

musical experience and Jewish heritage, Reich was acting within himself, his en soi. 

Then, just as Reich had not merely mimicked African drumming tradition or Balinese 

gamelan, he did not copy Jewish klezmer or sacred styles. He instead studied them, 

learned from them, and applied them in his own unique way. This creation of something 

new was Reich acting pour soi. Reich did not write a Jewish piece. He wrote a Reichean 

piece inspired by his Jewish heritage. He once again transcended in line with his 

facticity, resulting in authenticity. 

 
Reich’s True Authenticity 

 
 Reich has developed a unique individual voice over the course of 50 years. It 

continuously evolved and developed as it went, but always remained true to Reich. The 

                                                
47 Reich, Writings on Music, 104. 
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ultimate source of that authenticity comes from Reich’s ability to compose freely. There 

was not one particular moment in his career where he established his freedom or 

recognized his endless options as a composer. Instead, the freedom was constantly there, 

a part of his identity that was brought out uniquely in every piece. From the beginning of 

his experimentations with tape music with Oh Dem Watermelons, through Music for 18 

Musicians and Tehillim, and past WTC 9/11, Reich has felt free to compose how he 

desired. For him, he says, “When I write music, I’m alone in the room. My criteria is 

this: If I love it, I hope you will, too.”48 The only person’s opinion that he genuinely 

cares about is his own. In this way, Reich is a Sartrean self-acting free agent. His ability 

to transcend his own doubts (moving from tape to live instruments), the cultural 

expectations (African drumming, Tehillim, etc.), and musical expectations (labels of 

minimalism) are examples of this freedom. Additionally, he acts in line with his 

facticity. Reich’s natural beginnings to his compositions like the harmonic development 

of Music for 18 Musicians, his inspirations from personal experiences like Its Gonna 

Rain, his adaption of African, Balinese, and Jewish influences to fit his own life and 

voice in Tehellim, all are essential to Reich’s personal expression. Also important is his 

continued loyalty to own musical preferences. He sees his love of rhythm as genetic and 

compares his early musical influences as part of his DNA. Reich’s organic process that 

builds out of musical tradition is his en soi. From there, he transcends the facticity, 

defining his own musical style. His works, or projects, are is por soi - the transcending 

moments beyond Reich’s facticity that defined his musical style. This pattern was seen 

continuously throughout his style. 

                                                
48 Warren, “Steve Reich.” 
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 The most important part to Reich’s authenticity, though, is his freedom. It is 

Reich’s ability to create for himself and only himself. Reich’s authenticity does not lie in 

what he created, but in the fact that he felt free to do the creating. It is a loyalty to the 

self, his personal musical intuition, and a self-creation of the composer that he wanted to 

become. This response to a question about the influence of jazz on Reich summarized it 

nicely: 

 The point is, I don’t want to be a jazz composer, that’s phoney-baloney. I 
want to be me! But “me” is certain influences that meant a lot to me. So 
the experiences that I had in Ghana and the experiences I had at Julliard 
and the experiences I had listening to John Coltrane…it’s going to come 
out by itself. Just leave it be, do what you do, don’t worry about it. It will 
be there. And it was.49 

 
 Here, Reich was discussing a faithfulness to the self. His works were natural 

culminations of self (his facticity) that he then acted upon to create something new for 

himself (pour soi). Through freedom, he became a self-acting, self-realized, and, in turn, 

self-authentic individual. In this way, through this freedom, Reich had achieved Sartre’s 

notion of true authenticity. 

 
Authenticity Appears in Different Ways 

 
 For Reich, his compositions were like funnels, culminating all of the past 

experiences into his musical style. They were rooted in his facticity of musical 

experience. However, achieving authenticity does not always mean transcending or 

acting in alignment with your facticity as Reich often did. Instead, it is simply that you 

accept freedom and act however you desire. This is not a ‘do whatever you want,’ kid-

in-a-candy-store freedom. Instead, it is a genuine ‘This is what I want in my life,’ ‘This 
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is the person I want to be’ decision. For some, like Reich, this transcendence is in line 

with their facticity. From a Nietzschean perspective, though, it is often a rejection of the 

facticity - at least until freedom is fully realized in the Child. Often, it falls somewhere 

in between the two. You may align with parts of your facticity while rejecting others. 

Similarly, you may change how you choose to transcend at any given point. After all, for 

Sartre, the creation of self is an ever-changing, ongoing process.50  

 Schoenberg for example felt free to expand past his training in music theory, 

pushing the chromaticism of late-Romantic music into the atonal realm. He did not 

reject his studies, but still diverged from them. Yet, he maintained the same approach to 

unity and form in all of his compositions, standing firm in his values. Alternatively, 

Cage aligns closer to Nietzsche, entirely rejected his formal training in favor of his own 

personal philosophy. Messiaen was always grounded in his faith and love of birds, 

expressing them in a multitude of styles, from a strong romantic influence to total 

serialism. Yet, all of these composers felt free to make these decisions. They composed, 

not for an audience or for critics, but for their own selves. It became an expression of the 

self, accountable only to them. It does not matter how they compose, as long as they 

compose pour soi. When we feel free and take ownership of our decisions, 

compositionally or not, we begin to transcend and create for ourselves. This pour soi, 

where we remain only accountable to our own desires and actions, is the true Sartrean 

authenticity. 

Just as the concepts of Nietzsche and Kierkegaard could be recognized 

differently in different composers, Sartre’s authenticity and freedom also varies. 

                                                
50 Guignon and Pereboom, Existentialism: Basic Writings, “Sartre.” 
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Authenticity is subjective, just as music is. Therefore, these concepts of personal 

authenticity and self-creation must be applied uniquely each time. While that creates 

complexities, it also creates interest and value. Sartre’s philosophy is just a suggestive 

path. From there, you as an individual must define your own authenticity, must decide 

what music you enjoy, how to make your life choices. You must decide what you 

believe and discover what living authentically means to you. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 When writing this thesis, the overlaps between chapters and connections 

of larger ideas became more and more apparent to me. The overarching themes 

between both philosophers and modern composers began standing out and 

repeating frequently. At the end, it all seemed to be leading toward the same 

theme in both modernism and existentialism: understanding the individual’s path 

toward their authentic self-creation. In philosophy, this identity was the Self as a 

whole; in music, the musical identity of the composer. 

With Rochberg and Nietzsche, this was a rejection of tradition in order to 

free the self. Only from that freedom could the individual return and create. This 

new perspective in freedom gave deeper purpose and meaning to the decisions 

that were made. Each action became intentional, contributing directly to the 

creation of the Self. 

 For Kierkegaard and Schoenberg, it was a self-guided process. The 

individual chooses their own path to guide decision making. The limitations they 

freely placed upon themselves gave them the structure they craved, allowing 

them to create. The true key to authentic being for them was knowing that they 

have the freedom to change their path at any given point and, ultimately, trusting 

in something higher than themselves. 

Lastly, for Reich and Sartre, the individual had to first understand their 

freedom to choose their actions, to recognize that they are not bound any 

identity. Once they became a free agent, they could respond to their facticity 
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intentionally, transcending it to create something for themselves. This creation 

was done through action; it was their actions that created their self. They began 

to take responsibility for the identity that they were creating. Their ownership of 

freedom is what let them create authentically. 

I paired these philosophers and composers based on what came naturally 

to me through my research, listening, and discussions. Pieces or composers’ 

writings would remind me of philosophical content. Similarly, philosophical 

texts or discussions about existentialist philosophy would remind me of specific 

composers. I allowed what appeared naturally to me to guide the writing process, 

following my instinct on these initial recognitions of connections. The 

limitations of each chapter to specific composers and philosophers was done to 

provide structure, build a clear argument, and demonstrate a specific example. I 

in no way intended to limit the connections that can be made outside of these 

pairings. And, in fact, I found many overlaps throughout that I decided not to 

pursue in this paper. 

There are Kierkegaardian aspects to Reich’s minimalist aesthetic in his 

music. The restrictions he places on a piece in order to bring out specific nuances 

is a compositional technique that reflects a meaningful and successful solution to 

Kierkegaard’s anxiety of freedom. There are Nietzschean aspects in Cage in how 

he completely rejects form, notation, instrumentation, harmony, and more. He 

even rejects the traditional concept of sound and music. It is in this rejection that 

he finds a different and more meaningful purpose in each of his works. There are 

also Sartrean aspects in Rochberg’s music. Rochberg returns to his facticity, his 
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roots as a musician and a human. It is only when he builds out of this facticity 

freely that he begins to create his new and authentic voice in his music. The 

connections between philosophers and composers make sense, and they appear 

uniquely with each pairing. After all, the structure of modernism and 

existentialism are the same. It is about the freedom and creation of a new identity 

by the individual. Whether this identity is musical, compositional, or personal 

depends on the application. Or, perhaps, the mode of expression.  

I believe the comparisons between existentialism and 20th century 

composers extend far beyond what I have touched on in this paper. Beyond that, 

I believe there are comparisons between philosophy and music that have not 

been explored in depth. There is a parallel here, grounded not in direct 

connection or influence, but instead in the human condition. I do not argue, nor 

do I believe, that these modern composers were guided by the philosophies of 

existentialists. Nor do I believe existentialists were inspired by the composers. 

Instead, I believe they are using two different methods to express the same 

human condition. It is my belief that the similarities, their limitations, and the 

stark differences between these expressions will give us insight into a deeper 

understanding of that condition. 

I hope that reading this changes how people understand the application of 

philosophy in their lives. There are real, practical, and concrete applications to 

the large, abstract ideas discussed in these texts. Philosophy is not just about our 

ethical struggles, but also our struggles in creativity, art, academics, literature. 

Philosophical concepts are reflected in in anything that is an expression of our 
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being, of our humanness. Recognizing this reflection can give us a greater 

understanding of our lives and pursuits. 

I also hope that people change the way they listen to music, especially 

modern music. It is not random, contrived, or calculated. Instead, it is an 

expression of freedom and of the self, just in a new and different way than we 

may be used to. Understanding the intent of the composer and how the music 

reflects that will hopefully change how you listen. 

Most importantly, I hope this changes the way that people think. I hope 

they begin to see connections between topics they thought separate, or notice 

other nuances in their lives that reflect these philosophies. I hope they then 

explore these connections and nuances to see where they might lead. 

And, lastly, I hope that this is the beginning of a larger conversation 

between philosophy and music. I truly believe that there is a lot more to discover 

and even more to be gained from it. 
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